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What price safety? How about de-icing your Saratoga/6X/6XT?
We’ve got you covered.

Faster. Better. Smarter.
DE-ICING SYSTEM FEATURES

Heated Windshield Panel

Heated Prop Boots

Pneumatic Wing Boots

BENEFITS

Lighter, cleaner than TKS • Non-corrosive
Immediate activation • Increases aircraft value

800-767-6899

www.IceShield.com/Saratoga

Ice Viewing Light

B/E Aerospace Ice Shield™
De-icing Systems
For more information, please contact:
Jack Samuels | Phone (951) 549-7789
jacksamuels@aircraftspruce.com
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YOUR WEATHER. DELIVERED.

ALL FLIGHT LONG

With SiriusXM® Aviation satellite weather, you don’t have to worry about the very real
limitations of ground-based ADS-B. SiriusXM also has critical features it doesn’t offer.
So why choose SiriusXM? Simply put, it’s worth it.

FEATURES
SiriusXM Weather
Continuous, Coast-To-Coast Service – No Coverage Gaps
No Line-of-Sight Restrictions
No Minimum Altitude Limitation
Coast-To-Coast High Resolution Weather Radar
Lightning: Cloud-To-Cloud & Cloud-To-Ground
Graphical Cloud Cover

ADS-B

Choose your service package at siriusxm.com/piper then call 855.SXM.WTHR to subscribe.

200 Savings = Rebate + Service Credit

$

Purchase any eligible new aviation satellite receiver between April 1 and
December 31, 2016, and activate any SiriusXM Aviation Weather Package
from SiriusXM by December 31, 2016 (see DETAILS below), maintain
60 days of continuous service and receive a $150 SiriusXM Rewards Visa®
Prepaid Card and a $50 SiriusXM Service Credit Digital PIN.
See Rebate Offer Details at www.siriusxmrewards.com/air16200

Available on

DETAILS: Subscription and hardware sold separately. Fees and taxes apply. The subscription plan you choose will automatically renew and you will be charged according to your chosen
payment method at then-current rates. To cancel you must call us at 1-866-635-2349. See our Customer Agreement for complete terms at www.siriusxm.com. Data displays vary by
device; images are representative only. SiriusXM Services may include weather and other content and emergency alert information. Such information and data is not for “safety for life,”
but is merely supplemental and advisory in nature, and therefore cannot be relied upon as safety critical in connection with any aircraft, sea craft, automobile, or any other usage.
SiriusXM is not responsible for any errors or inaccuracies in the data services or their use.
© 2016 Sirius XM Radio Inc. Sirius, XM and all related marks and logos are trademarks of Sirius XM Radio Inc.
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Gross Weight Increase to 2,000 lbs
Gain 250 lbs of useful load on landplane, seaplane and amphibious
PA-18 Super Cubs with our Gross Weight Increase to 2,000 lbs!
• Kit weighs less than 2 lbs
• Compatible with Wipline 2100 and Edo 2000 floats
• PA-18 Super Cub with 1,750 gross weight is required

Wipline Floats ∙ Skis ∙ Modifications
Aircraft Sales ∙ Avionics ∙ Interiors
Paint Refinishing ∙ Maintenance

South St. Paul, MN - 651.451.1205 ∙ Leesburg, FL - 352.323.4809 ∙
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The View From Here

piper flyer letters

Jennifer Dellenbusch
Author appreciation,
piper pride
Dear Editor,
I just wanted to express my appreciation for the excellent articles recently by
Kristin Winter. They have been informative and interesting, but perhaps more
importantly, they elucidate the incredible
and practical usefulness of Piper aircraft,
and make me proud to own one.
This kind of content is invaluable for
preserving the knowledge of and appreciation for our special planes! Thanks for a
great magazine.

The Rush of the Rush
By the time you read this, AirVenture will be winding down; but as I write this,
we are in the middle of the swirling vortex that is “Getting ready for the Gathering
and AirVenture.”
Everyone on the team is working at full speed. We’re editing articles, finding
photos, creating pages of the magazine, writing a column.
We’re finalizing menu choices for the Gathering, making sure the table we ordered
for our AirVenture booth is confirmed (Nope! Glad we checked!), reviewing itineraries and car rental contracts.
Communication is flying back and forth between our Wisconsin and California
offices. We are (mostly) keeping all the balls in the air, although we wake in the
middle of the night thinking, “Order T-shirts!” and “Follow up with so-and-so!”
And despite all of that, and speaking strictly for myself, as much as I am rushing,
it’s still a rush.
One thing that has rushed by is the past 12 years. This issue marks our 12-year
anniversary.
That’s a lot of years of monthly magazine deadlines, annual gatherings and website
changes. A lot of joy and a lot of sorrow.
We’ve seen many changes over these years but there are also many things that
remain timeless—friendships, for one.
I was talking to Steve Ells the other day and the subject of retirement came up.
I said something along the lines of, “If you have the right job, you never feel the need
to retire.” He replied, “Don’t you have that?”
Well, come to think of it, yes I do.
Despite the appearance of “those days”—you know, those days—I am very happy
to be doing what I’m doing.
Thank you, all of you who have supported me in this endeavor. It’s been an honor
and a pleasure to bring you this magazine each month and to work with you.

Blue skies,

Chester Clark

diy wheel bearing service
By Jacqueline Shipe, July 2016
Hi Jen,
I have a couple of comments on
Jacqueline Shipe’s recent article. She says:
“A small bucket of 100LL Avgas works
well to clean the bearings.” While it’s
basically true, Stoddard solvent is a
safer alternative.
Shipe’s suggestion to use compressed
air to dry the bearings is correct—but she
should have warned readers that compressed air should never be used to spin a
clean, dry bearing.
In addition, it’s important to remind
folks of personal protection measures
(nitrile gloves, for instance) while
handling Avgas and grease.
Steve Ells

praise for pfa leadership
Dear Jennifer,
I have been in one business or another
for more than a half a century and I have
never encountered a group that is as
focused and hardworking. I thought you
must have at least 50 people working to do
the wonderful job that you do.
Once again, thanks for all that you do.
You are the very best and we are lucky to
have you running the association.
Neil Fogle

Send letters to editor@piperflyer.org
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Introducing Icom’s

A220
TSO Version

• Automatic Squelch Control
• Bright White OLED Display
and Backlit Keys
• New D-Sub 25-pin
Connector on Back Panel
• Easy Channel Selection
• Easy Installation

NEW A220: TSO Version

Engineered for the Serious Pilot

Built upon history and innovation, Icom is proud to announce
the A220 TSO approved Air Band Panel Mount Radio. The A220
TSO meets the performance standard issued by the FAA for use
on civil aircraft. Combining with Icom’s feature set this panel
mount radio was built for the serious pilot.

View our entire avionic product line at:
www.icomamerica.com/avionics

FOLLOW US TODAY:

©2016 Icom America Inc. The Icom logo is a registered trademark of Icom Inc. 42197

flyer events
PFA EVENTS
Jul 22–23, 2017 — Waupaca, WI. Waupaca Municipal (KPCZ). The 13th annual
Gathering at Waupaca. Save the date
for PFA’s annual pre-OSH event with fun,
food and friendship. Watch this space and
PiperFlyer.org in the coming months for
more details.

PFA SPONSORED EVENT
Oct 20 – 22 — Palm Springs, CA. Flying
Aviation Expo. A world-class weekend of
seminars, workshops, outdoor displays,
indoor exhibits, industry experts and even
an aircraft parade. Learn about new products, receive technical advice and participate in demonstrations. For information,
visit aviation-xpo.com.

FEATURED EVENTS
Aug through Oct – Bealeton, VA. Flying
Circus Aerodrome (3VA3). Flying Circus

Airshow. This classic barnstorming airshow
for the whole family is in its 47th season.
Formation flying demonstrations, worldclass aerobatics, classic comedy routines,
death-defying wing walkers and more.
Performances are every Sunday afternoon at
2:30 pm, weather permitting. Airplane rides
available for purchase both before and after
the airshow. For admission prices, airplane
ride prices and a detailed schedule of events,
visit flyingcircusairshow.com.
Aug 19-20 — Bremerton, WA. Bremerton National (KPWT). AOPA Fly-in. For
real-world GA pilots and enthusiasts and
their friends and families. Each day is loaded
to gross with exhibits, displays, aerobatics,
great speakers and aircraft! You’ll see all the
latest technologies, find ways to get the most
out of flying, and learn how other AOPA
pilots fly better and safer, all while basking
in an incredible airport environment of fun,
food and friendships. Best of all, it’s free to
attend. Just RSVP to tell us you’re coming.
For more information, visit aopa.org.

Sept 15-16 — Olathe, Kan. GTN 650/750
Pilot Training. Tailored specifically to the
GTN touchscreen series and held at Garmin
Headquarters, this one-and-a-half day class
highlights loading and activating departures, arrivals and instrument approach
procedures, flying holds, flight plan modifications and more. Cost is $495. Register
online by visiting flyGarmin.com.
Sep 18 — Simsbury, CT. Simsbury Airport
(4B9). 31st Annual Simsbury Fly-in
and Car Show. The largest fly-in in New
England! PFA members are invited to fly in
as a group, park their aircraft together and
display signs with their affiliation. The event
attracts 15,000 spectators and 750 airplanes
and autos of every type and vintage. More
than 150 businesses participate. Live bands;
Ben & Jerry’s and other fine food vendors;
kids’ activities; free aviation seminars;
formation flying; judging and trophies and
much, much more. Pets on leashes are welcome. For full details, including FAA Arrival
Procedures, visit simsburyflyin.com.

AIRMARK OVERHAUL, INC.

“When Quality Counts”

Approved Overhaul, Repair
and Exchange Facility for:
• ENGINES – Continental and Lycoming Engines
• ACCESSORIES – Magnetos, Starters, Alternators, Turbos,
Controllers, Wastegates, Relief Valves and Fuel Components
• CYLINDERS – Continental and Lycoming Cylinders
• HYDRAULICS – Britten Norman Islander Landing Gears
• PARTS – Thousands of New and Serviceable Parts in Stock

FAA Approved Repair Station JL4R288M • EASA 145.4115
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500 Hour Magneto InspectIon & certIfIcatIon
servIce wItH easa approval Starting at $390

6001 N.W. 29th Avenue
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33309
Tel: 954-970-3200
Fax: 954-970-3400
Toll Free: 1-800-282-3202

www.airmarkoverhaul.com

Email: airmarkoh@aol.com

For over 50 years, Avemco Insurance Company has insured pilots and the airplanes they
love. Whether you own, borrow, rent, build or instruct, we know how important flying is
to you, so we work to get you back in the air fast after something goes wrong. Call today
and one of our Aviation Insurance Specialists will personalize coverage for what you fly
and how you fly it.

Call (800) 625 2384 or visit
Avemco.com/PiperFlyer
Get a quote and a free hat.
Avemco.com/PiperFlyer

Not all coverages or products may be available in all jurisdictions. The description of coverage in these pages is for informaiton purposes only. Actual coverages will vary
based on local law requirements and the terms and conditions of the policy issued. The informiaton described herin does not amend or otherwise affect, the terms and
conditions of any insurance policy issued by Avemco. In the event that a policy is inconsistent with the information described herin, the language of the policy will take
precedence. Free hat offer not availabe in New Mexico. A member of the Tokio Marine HCC group of companies. ADS0146 (10/15)

Oct 28 – 29 — Mesa, AZ. Falcon Field
(KFFZ). 44th Annual Copperstate Fly-in.
The Southwest’s premier aviation event
will be held at Falcon Field in Mesa this
year. Aircraft displays of all types, awards,
aviation business information booths,
educational workshops for pilots, and youth
activities. A portion of event proceeds fund
scholarships for youth aviation programs.
For information, visit copperstate.org.

OTHER EVENTS
Aug 6–7 — Long Beach, CA. Long Beach
Airport/Daugherty Field (KLGB);
Atlanta, GA. Hartsfield-Jackson Atlanta
International (KATL). AOPA Flight
Instructor Refresher Course. Held at the
Holiday Inn Long Beach Airport (Long
Beach) and Crowne Plaza Perimeter at Ravinia (Atlanta). The most comprehensive
FAA-approved renewal program available.
Cost is $275.
Aug 13 — Grand Haven, MI. Grand
Haven Memorial Airpark (3GM). Dawn
Patrol Fly-in/Drive-in Breakfast and
Lunch. Sponsored by the Grand Haven
Aviation Association. 7 am to 2 pm; rain
or shine. Everyone is welcome! Pancakes,
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eggs, sausage, coffee and juice will be
served for breakfast. Hot dogs, chips and
pop for lunch. We are expecting plenty of
interesting aircraft and activities. Airplane, biplane and helicopter rides are
available. Contact Jennifer Bares, 616842-4430 or email 3gmghaa@gmail.com.
For more information, visit facebook.com/
GrandHavenAviationAssociation.
Aug 13–14 — Oscoda, MI. OscodaWurtsmith Airport (KOSC). Wurtsmith
Air Museum Fly-in and Pancake
Breakfast. Pancake breakfast served 8 to
11 am both days. Fly-in all day, both days.
Contact Don Gauvreau, 989-739-7555 or
email visit@wurtsmithairmuseum.org.
Visit wurtsmithairmuseum.org.
Aug 14 — Wakeman, OH. Ortner’s
Airport (I64). EAA Chapter 50’s 20th
Annual Fly-In Pancake Breakfast. 8
am to 12 pm. Scrambled eggs, sausage,
orange juice, milk or water with unlimited
pancakes and coffee. Adults $6; kids under 12 $4. Public welcome! No purchase
necessary. Proceeds support EAA Chapter
50’s scholarship and Boy Scout Aviation
Merit Badge programs. Free Young Eagle
flights 9 to 11 am for youth ages eight to

17. Come out, see the planes, talk to their
builders and pilots. Contact Ben Gleason,
bgleason3@roadrunner.com or phone
419-239-8292.
Aug 20-21 — Mosby, MO. Midwest
National Air Center Airport (KGPH).
Jesse James Outlaw Airshow. “Outlaws,
Legends and Rebels.” Live music and
night airshows on Friday and Saturday.
Airshows at noon to 5 pm on Saturday and
Sunday. Franklin’s Flying Circus Demon-1,
Dracula, will be featured. Admission is
$15 daily with kids 10 and under admitted free. Visit franklinairshow.com and
jessejamesoutlawairshow.com.
Aug 26-27 — Santa Ana, CA. Orange
County Airport (KSNA). 7th Annual
California Aircraft Expo. California’s leading aircraft manufacturers and dealers are
working together so that the latest models of
General Aviation aircraft will be on display
at one venue. Free to attend. Contact Brian
Mackin, brian@pacificaircenter.com.
Aug 27-28 — St. Joseph, MO. Rosecrans
Memorial (KSTJ). Sound of Speed
Airshow. Dozens of planes and an appearance by “American Idol” winner David

Cook. Featuring Franklin’s Flying Circus
Demon-1, Dracula. Visit franklinairshow.
com and stjairshow.com.
Aug 27-28 — Livermore Falls, ME. Bowman Field (B10). 30th Annual Bowman
Field Fly-in. Safety seminar both days.
Seaplanes, airplanes, antiques, engines.
Flea market, candy drop, lots of airport
camaraderie. Seaplane base next to the
airport with free shuttle service. Free
admission. Come and join us! Contact
Kenneth Lyman, kas1@myfairpoint.net.
Aug 27 — Gladwin, MI. Sugar Springs
Airpark (5M6). 8th Annual Sugar
Springs Airpark Fly-in Breakfast. Best
breakfast ever and the friendliest darn
airpark in Michigan! Pancakes, eggs, sausage and more. Kids’ games; gift basket
drawings. First five PICs to fly in get free
breakfast. $7 adults; $3 kids under 12.
Contact Rebecca Duggan, rebdpilot@
aol.com.
Aug 27 — Albuquerque, NM. Double
Eagle II Airport (KAEG). 26th Annual Land of Enchantment Fly-in
and Airport Open House. Sponsored
by EAA Chapter 179. Aircraft judging,
aviation exhibit hall, WINGS seminars,
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kids’ activities. Airplanes, helicopters,
military vehicles, automobiles, RC aircraft.
Pancake breakfast and burger lunch. Visit
eaa179.org/land-of-enchantment-fly-in/
for schedule, map and information.

kids’ movie, “Up.” People’s Choice award;
free kids’ zone; Young Eagles flights.
Food vendors. Overnight camping.
Contact Theresa Byers, theresa.byers@
cityofwatsonville.org.

SEPTEMBER

Sep 3 — Friendship, WI. Adams County
Airport (63C). 7th Annual Young Eagles
Rally. Area young people ages eight to
17 will have a chance to take to the skies.
Sponsored by EAA Chapter 931. Contact
Mathieu Labs, matb25@aol.com.

Sep 2 — Mukilteo, WA. Paine Field
(KPAE). Historic Flight’s Annual Big
Band Dinner Dance. Gourmet dinner,
live Big Band music and swing dance
lessons! Advance purchase tickets are
recommended. 6 to 10 pm. Cost is $60.
Contact Jessica Leftwich, visitorservices@
historicflight.org.
Sep 3 — Marion, IN. Marion Municipal
(KMZZ). 26th Annual Fly-in/Cruise-in.
7 am to 2 pm. Antique, classic, homebuilt,
ultralight, rotorcraft and warbird aircraft
as well as vintage cars, trucks, motorcycles, fire trucks, autocycles, military
vehicles and tractors. All-you-can-eat
pancake breakfast. Contact Ray Johnson,
765-664-2588 or email FlyInCruiseIn@
indy.rr.com. Visit FlyInCruiseIn.com.
Sep 3 — Watsonville, CA. Watsonville
(KWVI). Wings Over Watsonville. Free
admission, discounted fuel. Friday night

Sep 3-4 — Mukilteo, WA. Paine Field
(KPAE). 9th Annual Vintage Aircraft
Weekend. Food, fun, flying, music, history, inspiration and excitement. The
main event begins Saturday morning at 9
am. Cost is $15. Contact Jessica Leftwich,
visitorservices@historicflight.org.
Sep 10 — Milwaukee, WI. Lawrence J.
Timmerman Airport (KMWC). Spot
Landing Contest and Lunch. Sponsored
by Gran-Aire, Inc. and Civil Aviation, Inc.
$10 suggested donation for two landings
and lunch. Event held from 10 am to 1
pm. (Rain date: Sept 24). Contact Harold
Mester, hmester@mitchellairport.com.
Send events to editor@piperflyer.org.

Who knew finding
an all-in-one
ADS-B
solution
would be
this easy?

We hear you.
Introducing the Garmin GTX 345 series of transponders. ADS-B Out and optional WAAS
position source and ADS-B In. Displays ADS-B weather and traffic on select Garmin avionics,
portables and tablets using Garmin Pilot® and ForeFlight Mobile. And the same footprint as
most existing transponders. Learn more at Garmin.com/ADS-B.

©2016 Garmin Ltd. or its subsidiaries

The High and the Writey

Kevin Garrison
Pull on Your Training Pants and Go Home!
Flight training can be fun, and it often is. And then there
are times when you just want your mommy.

I have been involved in flight training ever since I took my CFI checkride
at age 19. Four decades of CF-eyeing,
ground-school teaching, pilot examining
and training-article scribbling has led
me to very few astounding mental breakthroughs and revelations.
I have not gotten rich through flight
instructing, but all in all, I’ve had a pretty
good time casting the light of knowledge
upon literally hundreds of heads that
were full of dreams that involved flying
the azure skies of the land of the free.
What happens in the simulator or cockpit stays in the simulator or cockpit
I could go over the various gaffes, miscues, blunders, miscalculations, snafus,
bungles and mistakes I have seen industriously committed by eager and frightened
flight students over the years, but I won’t.
Just how many bloopers, goofs and
“gawd-almighty, I can’t believe he/she did
thats” can I relate if I decided to do so? I
could disclose a ton of them—a plethora
of them, if you will. Boy, could I end some
careers, right here and now!
Without naming names, I can confidently state that the level of ignorance
out there in Aviationland is sometimes
so overwhelming and vast that it would
take a Boeing 747 traveling at Mach .84
a full hour and a half to traverse it.
(An electrically powered experimental
aircraft would cover the same journey
in considerably more time, but with less
noise and carbon.)
My reticence about exposing ignorance,
idiocy and outright dunderheadedness in
the pilot ranks is based only partially on
my sense of fair play and niceness. By not
pointing my gnarly and age-shriveled finger at the clueless masses, I am in hope of
getting a little quid pro quo.
In other, non-Latin words: “I won’t tell
on you if you don’t tell on me.” This is the
Code of the West of aviation.
It is supposed to be hard
You are supposed to make mistakes
when you are in flight training. If your
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instructor is doing his or her job, you are
making a lot of them.
The simulator is a great place to show
students the many ways they can screw up
and kill everybody. Simulation is a wonderful way to explore the outer reaches of
the flight envelope so you don’t have to
do so in the real world where crashing is
more than a shrug and a re-boot.
If I am not making you sweat and
getting you a little confused during flight
training, I am wasting my time, your
money and the billions of electrons
that gave their life so your simulator
could crash.

If I am not making you
sweat and getting you a
little confused during flight
training, I am wasting
my time, your money and
billions of electrons…
The true meaning of training
There is a running joke in the airline
training world that goes something
like this:
Airline simulator instructor: “So... we’re
done. Anything else you want to see?”
Airline flight student: “Yes, I would like
to see the door to this place smacking me
on the butt as I head for home.”
Here is the true meaning of all flight
training you have ever gone through or
will ever endure in the future: it is all
about going home.
Initial training for an airline position,
like checking out as captain on an airplane, takes about seven weeks. When
you go to school you spend more than a
month away from home, and during most

of it you’re under more than a little stress.
All pilots that go through any school, initial or recurrent, are eager to get through
it and go back to their families.
Military pilots undergo even more
stress than your average airline driver,
and their initial pilot training takes well
over a year.
We civilians are no slouches when it
comes to putting pressure on ourselves—
or, if we are instructors, on our students.
We GA types not only have to learn most
of the same things that airline pilots do,
we usually have to get it done on our own
dime. There is no stress quite like having
a rough flight lesson—and then paying
four hundred bucks for it.
Flight training can be fun, and it often
is. Who among us has not slipped our surlies, actual and tangible or simulated and
metaphorical, and had a wonderfully fun
and exciting time? We all have.
On the other hand, I am sure you can
remember flight lessons, even in the early
pre-solo stages, when you wanted your
mommy and wanted more than a little to
simply go home.
Going home is what it is all about
because if I do my job as an instructor
and examiner and you do your job as a
hardworking student, you will, in actuality, get to go home for real.
Morbid is not a character in “Game
of Thrones;” morbid may be how I sound
when I talked about the possibility of not
going home safely after your next flight.
We need to face the fact, however, that
unlike your next piano lesson or oil
painting class, there is a chance every
time you go flying that you might not
make it home.
Military pilots are so serious and studious in part because they quite literally
don’t get to go home from a combat mission if they screw up in flight.
Airline jocks like myself are all too
familiar with the thought that it isn’t only
us that won’t get to go home if we screw
up while flying; the one hundred to three
hundred people behind our cockpit don’t
get to go home, either.

Keep it positive, and enjoy yourself
None of us should dwell on this. There
are many other endeavors that can lead
to a not-so-good outcome if you do them
wrong. We should be positive in our outlook and enjoy where we are as pilots.
Do you want to know the real reasons
I began flight instructing and why I am
still doing it today? My motivation when
I began instructing back in 1974 was to
impress girls and make money.
The reasons I continued—and still
continue—to teach flying in 2016 are all
the pilots and passengers I have helped
to go home.

GLOBAL DISTRIBUTOR
OF CERTIFIED
PISTON ENGINES
& PARTS

Kevin Garrison’s aviation career began
at age 15 as a lineboy in Lakeland, Fla.
He came up through General Aviation
and retired as a 767 captain in 2006.
Currently Garrison is a DC-9 simulator
instructor and a 767 pilot instructor; his
professional writing career has spanned
three decades. He lives with the most
patient woman on the planet on a horse
farm in Kentucky. Send questions or
comments to editor@piperflyer.org.
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questions and answers

steve ells
Leaking air conditioner in an Arrow II and
options for electrically-driven standby
replacements in glass panel aircraft
Q: I have a 1976 Arrow II in Tasmania,
Australia. The air conditioning has never
worked since I purchased the plane in
2010. I believed the problem was a failed
compressor, so I replaced this as part of
an engine replacement in 2011.
I have recharged with refrigerant twice;
and I’ve found that there appears to be
a refrigerant leak somewhere near the
passenger-side pedals as the carpet gets
soaked with oily liquid.
I’ve given up on getting it fixed as I
assume repairing this leak would be a
very expensive exercise. Any suggestions?
—Ian

A: Hi Ian,
You need to find the best air conditioner (A/C) service expert you can, and
get him or her to: (1) find the leak—I can
email you the procedure, but a good A/C
service person should know how to find
leaks; (2) seal the leak; (3) evacuate the
system to clean it out—this is done with a
vacuum pump; (4) install a new receiverdehydrator unit (Piper part number 456
615), since the unit will lose the dehydrating power if exposed to outside air; (5)
add the proper amount of oil to the
compressor; and (6) service the system
with refrigerant.
The 456 615 receiver-dehydrator unit
is used in many Piper air conditioning
systems. Price here in the States is less
than $50.
Since you already know the location of
one of the leaks—above, or forward of the
pedals—you can start by looking at the
hoses in that area to check for deterioration, wear, abrasion, etc.
I don’t have the exact parts book for
your Arrow II but the Arrow III parts
book I have seems to show a flexible hose
installed between the rigid hoses in that
area. It may be that all you need to do is
change the flexible hose.
There’s nothing that’s abnormal about
this system; it’s the same as any other
small A/C system.
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One thing we have to deal with here
in the U.S. is the fact that the original
refrigerant was R-12. The United States
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
ruled that R-12 (also called Freon-12) is
toxic; after 1995, new cars in the U.S. had
to use R-134a in their A/C systems.
This created problems when older cars
needed servicing because the market for
R-12 lessened and in accordance with
the law of supply and demand, the price
started climbing.
It’s possible to convert a R-12 system
to use R-134, but modifications have to be
made. If you can still get R-12 in Australia,
use it. If you can’t get R-12, then there are
less efficient refrigerants on the market—
you’ll have to talk to the best A/C tech in
town to find out which one to use.
I’ve found that many A&P technicians
here in the States are not familiar with
servicing A/C systems—that’s the reason
I suggest you find an experienced auto or
truck A/C mechanic—but you’ll need to
be sure your A&P is willing to sign off on
the work.
If you’re looking for a quick and easy
option, you may want to consider a port-

able A/C unit. Michelle Smith from
Arctic Air Cooler recommended either
the PAC38 (21x14x15 inches) or PAC52
(26x18x15 inches) for your Arrow.
A user of an Arctic Air Cooler provided
the following report: “They have great
products and are inexpensive to operate
and easy to get parts when needed.
“I’ve got a Piper Arrow and the PAC52
cooler. With 35 pounds of ice, it will cool
the cabin 20-30 degrees from ambient
temperature for over an hour before all
the ice is melted. I typically run it from
startup until I get to altitude, turn it off,
then run it again when descending.
“I’ve heard some pilots use block ice
and get much longer cooling performance out of it. Even when there is
just cold water in it, it keeps the cabin
noticeably cooler…for another hour or
two. It really is a lifesaver on those hot
Texas summer days.”
If the Arctic Air Cooler is a viable
option, you can remove the heavy components of the Piper A/C system and gain
approximately 70 pounds of useful load.
Happy flying.

The Arrow III parts book
seems to show a flexible hose
installed between the rigid
hoses in the air conditioning system. It’s possible that
changing the flexible hose
may stop a leak.

Q: Hi Steve,
I’m thinking of replacing the old artificial horizon in my 1978 Turbo Arrow III
with a new SAI 340 Quattro electronic AI.
Has anyone had any experience with
this device or its installation? I’d love to
hear some feedback before I spend several
thousand dollars.

According to Sandia it can be used
as a primary if it goes into the same
hole in the panel as the old AHI, has a
backup battery, and one other thing (I
forget). It then is a minor modification
and does not need a Form 337, according
to the company.
I’ll do some more checking and let
you know.

—Brent
—Brent
A: Hi Brent,
I took a look at the SAI 340 Quattro and
believe it’s marketed primarily as a replacement for one of the three standby instruments
required in glass panel airplanes.
When manufacturers started sending
airplanes out the door that were equipped
with Electronic Flight Instrument
Systems (EFIS)—commonly referred to
as glass panels—the FAA regulations governing the new technology required the
installation of three standby mechanical
gauges. These are an altimeter, an artificial horizon and an airspeed instrument.
Since mechanical artificial horizon
instruments and vacuum systems can
be less-than-absolutely-dependable,
electrically-driven replacements such as
the SAI 340 Quattro (manufactured by
PFA supporter Sandia Aerospace) and
the RC Allen RCA2600-2 artificial horizon instruments have been developed in
an effort to provide a more dependable
backup artificial horizon.
You can find some feedback on the
Sandia SAI 340 Quattro on the product
page at Aircraft Spruce under the Reviews
tab. (The page can be found at aircraftspruce.com/catalog/inpages/sai340-1112817.php.—Ed.)
Another option to consider is the
installation of a Dynon EFIS-D10A which
has recently been approved for installation under an STC developed through
three-way cooperation by Dynon, the
EAA and the FAA.
The D10A unit is purchased through a
Dynon dealer, while the STC is purchased
from EAA. An EFIS-D10A installation
requires a GPS antenna, so installation costs will be higher than the cost of
installing the Sandia SAI 340 Quattro.
As you’re aware, both the Sandia and
the Dynon replacement instruments
incorporate features such as airspeed,
altitude, bank angle, and in the case of
the Dynon, an angle-of-attack option.

Steve,
Thanks for the info. I will check with
the shop.

Brent,
I also found a FAA Policy Statement
issued on Sept. 15, 2015 that addresses
the change you’re considering. The Policy
Statement number is PS-ACE-23-08.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 79...

The SAI 340 Quattro developed by Sandia
Aerospace is a four-in-one standby instrument. The device gives airspeed, attitude,
altitude and slip indications in an easyto-read EFIS presentation.

The EFIS-D10A from Dynon Avionics
has recently been approved for installation under an STC developed through
three-way cooperation by Dynon, the
EAA and the FAA.

Engine
Preservation
System
Condensation build up inside your
engine can and will cause oxidation,
resulting in rusty corroded internal
parts. Tempest’s engine preservation
system (EPS) could save you
hundreds of dollars in repairs by
reducing engine condensation that
results in corrosion.

Model Nos. AA1000EPS,
AA1000EPS-INT
(international version)

Kit Includes: EPS system, 1 lb of
desiccant, oil filler adapters for both
TCM and Lycoming. International
version includes all this plus 220V
convertor and all adapters for
various plug-in styles.

Guest Editorial

Dennis K. Johnson
When Flying VFR Cross-Country,
You Really Need an Alternate
Not in flight, once you’re on the ground.

Instructors always talk about alternates when flying; alternate airports for
landing; Plan B if the weather changes;
backup paper charts for your electronic
navigation. But I recently learned—the
long and boring way—to have an alternate plan after landing.
Sept. 20, 2015 was a beautiful day
on the East Coast. From New Jersey to
Virginia, nothing but clear blue skies, a
few friendly clouds and a tailwind for my
journey. There was some mention of a
possible hurricane in the Caribbean and
a stormy low system out in the Atlantic,
but those were a thousand miles away.
Nothing to worry about.
My 108 hp Super Cub cruised at
ground speeds up to 111 mph from Sky
Manor Airport (N40) in New Jersey
southwest over the lush fields and pastures of Pennsylvania. I kept an eye open
for flat, harvested fields—my Plan B for
an engine failure. Plan A is to not have an
engine failure.
I descended over the Civil War battlefields of Gettysburg to the airport there,
landed to stretch my legs, and then I was
off again, carefully avoiding the presidential retreat, a constant no-fly zone.
Turning south, I flew by Hagerstown,
Md. and Martinsburg, W.V. and down the
Shenandoah Valley to New Market, Va.
As I turned toward the field, the radio
blared, “Skydivers over New Market, two
minutes; ten thousand feet and below.” I
circled over the Shenandoah River sparkling in the afternoon sun, watched the
skydivers until they were on the ground,
and then approached to land at 8W2. I
parked and was met by a friendly couple
who had to come admire any new Cub
around these parts. They were restoring a
J-3 Cub of their own.
My sister, who lives nearby, arrived. We
drove to Harrisonburg to enjoy an afterflight drink and a bite. My plan was to
spend the week shooting photos of historic sites in southern Virginia—I’m a travel
photographer by day—and visit family.
During the next week I photographed
Jefferson’s little-known home, Poplar
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Forest (which, like Monticello, is an
octagonal brick structure) and Bedford’s
National D-Day Memorial, an enormous mish-mash of arches, ponds, walls,
plaques and statues commemorating
the soldiers who stormed the beaches of
Normandy on June 6, 1944.
I photographed Booker T. Washington’s
birthplace, some tobacco fields and other
sites before planning my flight home.
The forecast turned
The forecast for Sunday, Sept. 27 was
for scattered clouds, but I awoke to find
the Shenandoah Valley socked in with fog.
No problem, that always happens here, I
thought. It’ll burn off by the time I finish
my ham, eggs and grits.

No problem, that always
happens here, I thought. It’ll
burn off by the time I finish
my ham, eggs and grits. Not
this time. At noon it was still
ceilings at 400 feet AGL…
Not this time. At noon it was still
ceilings at 400 feet AGL. The large low
pressure system, which was nothing to
worry about last week, had settled off the
Carolina coast with its outermost clouds
reaching all the way into northwestern
Virginia, near Front Royal.
North from there, it was clear and
beautiful. If I could make it the first 50
miles, I’d be able to fly home.
The weathermen reported the ceilings would lift to 2,300 feet later in the
day—and it did, in places, briefly; mostly
it remained stubbornly low.
With mountains at 2,000 to 3,000 feet
all around, it didn’t seem wise to try to
scud run out of there. I’ve read too many
stories in aviation magazines about the
results of that idea.

I thought, We’re so close to the edge of
the system, it’ll move off tomorrow.
A carbon copy of the previous day
The next day was a carbon copy: low
clouds, but hardly any rain. The edge of
the system remained near Front Royal.
I remembered the Chinese philosopher
Laozi wrote, “The journey of a thousand
miles begins with a single step.” If I could
just make a start, get through the first few
miles, it would be easy flying all the way
home.
Then I remembered what the not-sophilosophical NTSB often writes. “VFR
rated pilot departed into instrument
meteorological conditions, experienced
spatial disorientation and lost control of
the airplane. Pilot killed on impact.”
In this case, the NTSB may be wiser
than Laozi. If you can’t fly the first mile,
you can’t fly any.
More of the same
The next day was the same, except with
more rain. The edge of the system was
still temptingly close. I had to fight an
increasingly serious case of Get-There-itis and stay put.
Storm systems always move, right? It
can’t hang around here much longer; it’s
been three days already, I thought. “Since
you’re here,” my sister said, “could you
look at the electric window on my car?
And I have an exterior light that needs to
be replaced.”
By now the weather reporting was
nonstop, with the meteorologists making
comparisons to Superstorm Sandy. Would
the low pressure system inundating the
Carolinas move north? Behind it was a
hurricane, Joaquin, also threatening to
move onshore along the East Coast.
Several computer models predicted
Joaquin would hit Virginia Beach,
while others forecast it to skirt the New
England coast, perhaps soaking New York
City and Boston.
The weather reports from my wife at
her office in New York City were of beautiful blue skies. Fortunately, I’ve discussed

the symptoms of Get-There-itis with her,
and she understands that it’s safer to wait
out a storm than try to fly out in a plane
with no IFR instruments.
My sister was pleased; Virginia needed
the rain, and she had a captive handyman. I tightened loose door handles, fixed
a dripping faucet, cleaned the garage and
baked an apple crumble.
Hurricane concerns
On Sept. 30, the governor of Virginia
declared a state of emergency due to
heavy rains. New Market received more
than five inches, but far more rain fell in
others parts of the state.
My problem was ceilings and visibility.
When I awoke on Oct. 1, I imagined I was
in my own “Groundhog Day” movie. The
clouds hung low over the mountains for
the fifth day in a row.
But wait, something was different. It
was colder. I began to feel concerned by
Hurricane Joaquin. It was moving and
might turn this way.
I drove to New Market Airport to check
on my plane and inquire if there was
any room at the inn. Fortunately, Robert
Thomas, the airport owner and hot air
balloon pilot, was there. He cleared a
space in a building normally used for balloon maintenance for my plane.
For four days my plane had received a
constant washing by light mist and rain,
and it was sparkling clean as the three
of us pushed it inside. I spent some time
wiping bug remains from the leading
edges and windshield for when I’d finally
fly away. At least the plane was protected
by a cinder block building, not just a tin
hangar, if hurricane winds arrived.
Examining the alternatives
With the forecast calling for at least
three more days of miserable weather,
and perhaps a week if the hurricane came
this way, I began to think of alternates for
my grounding. I had three choices: stay
where I was and wait it out; get in a car
(or airliner) and go home; or head somewhere else (by car).
Like most aviation issues, each alternate has costs and benefits. Should I
pay for a rental car and drive home, as it
seemed I might be waiting here another
week? I could get more work done there,
processing digital images and sending
them to my agency.
Should I stay? Fortunately, I had a
rent-free room—except for the handyman chores—home-cooked meals and an
adequate bar. Perhaps I should accept this
as a well-deserved rest, sit in a rocking
chair, read a good book and watch the

clouds envelop the Virginia mountains.
Should I head somewhere else? My sister had a car I could use, but all the places
I wanted to visit and photograph were
being soaked. I decided to wait it out.
Fighting boredom
Clouds again? My iPad and internet
connection allowed me to search for
activities nearby, which was pretty much
only the New Market Battlefield Military
Museum. After I’d visited the battlefield,
activities were reduced to chores, a matinee at the local multiplex and sampling
the few good restaurants in Harrisonburg.
Virginia is famous for its scenic beauty,
the Skyline Drive, hiking trails and kayaking on the Shenandoah River, but none
of these activities appealed to me in
50-degree rain. Visiting one of the local
wineries would not be pleasant, either.
There are a few caverns nearby—the
colorful Luray Caverns are the best—but
I’d visited them many times before.
Grounded pilots could occupy their
time by completing AOPA online courses,
checking the dates of their medicals and
flight reviews, and updating their logbooks and insurance policies. I probably
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should have used it to learn more about
aviation weather prediction.
On Friday, Oct. 2, the hurricane was
definitely heading out to sea and there
was a chance of clear weather during the
next two days, just long enough for me to
get north to clear skies. It didn’t materialize.
The forecast was almost certain for a
clear day on Monday, Oct. 5.
I’d spent eight days looking at fog,
clouds and rain while the storm caused
havoc across South Carolina. Seventeen
dams had failed, streets were flooded
and 19 people died. Seventeen inches of
rain fell on South Carolina and officials
claimed it was the most in 1,000 years.
Oct. 5 dawned with fog, but it cleared
by the time I finished my pancakes. I
took off at noon, retraced my route back
to New Jersey, pushed the plane into its
hangar and drove home. My wife seemed
pleased to see me again.
Lessons learned
If you’re flying cross-country VFR,
have alternate plans ready in case you’re
grounded by the weather. Even the smallest storm, if it’s parked over your aircraft,
will keep you on the ground. Don’t ever
risk flying into IMC, even for a few miles.
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There are too many stories of pilots ending up in twisted wreckage just two or
three miles from the airport.
Pay attention to the long-range weather
forecast. A lengthy grounding will cost
you time and money. If you don’t have the
time to be away from work and can’t work
remotely, be prepared to call the boss.
Perhaps you shouldn’t plan a cross-country trip a few days before your daughter’s
wedding. Don’t let family or work pressures give you a case of Get-There-itis. It
can be deadly.
I vowed to prepare a Gray Skies Sanity
Kit for whenever I fly over the horizon.
Since I use an iPad for navigation, I’ll
make sure it’s also loaded with music, a
few movies and books. Equally important
is a charger for any electronic devices. A
cheap paperback is a good backup, too.
These days, no one leaves home without a
cell phone. It’s vital to keep in contact with
your spouse and/or employer, and send
photos. (“Yes, honey, see, it really is still gray
and overcast.”) Don’t forget the charger.
For your aircraft, a cross-country kit
should include tiedown gear—ropes and
anchors, gust locks, pitot covers and also
a cover for the cockpit area. Airplane
doors and windows often leak under

wind-driven rain. A light rain jacket can
be a big help when you’re inspecting your
plane in the weather.
As Karl Malden would say, “Don’t leave
home without it.” I’m not endorsing the
American Express card, but you really
must travel with a widely accepted credit
or debit card. If I’d been stuck at the local
motel for an extended time, a shortage of
cash could become an issue. In addition,
hangar fees were charged every day.
My number-one lesson learned from
this experience was to be patient. How
many pilots who rushed to get home,
never did? If the weather is beyond your
abilities, stay put. I was home one week
late, but I was home safe and sound.

Dennis K. Johnson is a writer and a
New York City-based travel photographer,
shooting primarily for Getty Images and
select clients. He spends months each year
traveling, flies sailplanes whenever
possible and is the owner of N105T, a
newly restored Piper Super Cub Special.
Send questions or comments to editor@
piperflyer.org.
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STRUT SERVICING:
The Ins and Outs
In the third article in a DIY series for pilots, A&P Jacqueline
Shipe goes through the steps an owner can take in order to
properly service the struts on their aircraft.
By Jacqueline Shipe

Among the preventive maintenance
items listed in FAR 43 Appendix A that
pilots may legally perform on an airplane
that they own is strut servicing.
The struts on any airplane serve a
critical purpose. They provide the shock
absorption necessary to prevent the airframe structure from enduring too
much stress from the impact loads
incurred on landings.
Even taxi operations impose stress on
an airframe every time the gear hits a
bump or uneven surface.
The strut absorbs the bulk of these
loads and prevents them from being
transmitted to the airframe.
Types of struts
There are several different kinds of
struts used for shock absorption. Over the
years aircraft manufacturers have used
different materials to limit the stress from
the impact of landing. Some have used rubber biscuits, bungee cords and spring steel.
The most common type found on most
planes (and the only type used on fairly
heavy planes from light twins all the way
up to airliners) is the hydraulic air/oil cylinder, also referred to in some manuals as
oleo struts. The oleo strut is very reliable,
can withstand tremendous loads and is
fairly simple in its design.
The oleo strut uses air pressure and
hydraulic fluid to create a spring effect.
The strut consists of an outer housing
called a cylinder and an inner piston that
is connected to the nose fork or to the main
wheel axle. The piston portion of the strut
is the part that actuates up and down.

There are different styles and configurations, but all struts house hydraulic
fluid in the lower section of the strut and
compressed air (or nitrogen) in the upper
section. As the piston is driven into the
cylinder upon landing, the fluid is forced
through an opening called an orifice that
slows the rate of the flow.
Some manufacturers make use of a
metering pin connected to the piston. The
pin is mounted so that it is forced upward
through the orifice along with the fluid. It
protrudes up through the orifice, is slim in
the middle and wider on both ends.
Its shape is tapered so that as the piston
reaches the top portion of its travel, less
and less fluid can fit through the opening. This gradually slows the fluid flow
and decelerates the piston. Meanwhile the
pressure of the compressed air is being
steadily increased as the piston travels
upward and reduces the volume of space
in the upper chamber.
Eventually the increased pressure of the
compressed air overcomes the decreasing fluid pressure and forces the piston
to extend. As the fluid flows in the other
direction, its flow is impeded at a steady
rate by the opposite end of the metering
pin, gradually slowing the fluid flow in the
opposite direction. This results in dampening out any oscillations and returning
the airplane to its normal static height
above the ground.
Some models don’t use metering pins
but have metering tubes with various
sized holes in them that slow the rate of
flow as the piston reaches either end of
its travel. Some manufacturers don’t use

either metering pins or tubes, but instead
use restrictor plates with orifices in them
to produce the same effect.
Fluid and air: both are vital
On any model, the strut has to have
the correct amount of fluid and air to
work properly. The fluid used for strut
servicing is MIL-H-5606 (red) mineralbased hydraulic fluid.
5606 is sold by the gallon and in
quarts. It is nice to keep a supply on
hand not only for struts, but also to refill
brake and gear reservoirs. Typically it
takes around a gallon of hydraulic fluid
to service three struts.
Nitrogen is better than compressed
air for strut servicing because it is drier
and doesn’t vary in pressure as much as
air; it is also less corrosive to the inside
of the strut housing.
However, nitrogen is not always readily available. A person needs a regulator
and high-pressure hose in addition to a
nitrogen bottle, and the cost for all the
items can exceed $500.
If nitrogen is not available, air pressure from a standard air compressor is
usually sufficient to air up a nose strut.
Nose struts don’t require as much pressure as main struts.
Typically the main struts on Piper
aircraft require at least 200 psi to
inflate the strut to its proper level. Most
standard air compressors don’t get that
high. There are boosters that a person
can purchase for around $200 that
will increase compressor air to a high
enough level to inflate the struts.
It would be best on a twin Piper (or
any twin, period) to always use nitrogen,
due to the increased weight of a twin
engine plane and the more extreme temperature changes.
Servicing a strut
The tools a person needs to service a
strut include about three feet of clear flexible tubing with a ¼ inch (inside diameter) opening to fit over the Schrader valve;
a valve stem tool; and an empty gallon
size container to catch the old fluid.
To properly service a strut with fluid
and air, the airplane needs to be jacked,
or at least have the nose raised if only the
nose is being serviced.
With the airplane jacked, remove the
valve stem slowly from the filler valve in
the top of the strut. It is best to loosen it
enough to release the air pressure, and then
remove it the rest of the way after the pressure has bled off. A small spray of hydraulic
fluid comes out with the air pressure, so
it’s a good idea to have a rag handy.
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The photo shows a properly inflated Piper strut. Generally main struts should
be inflated so that around five inches of the piston is exposed, and nose struts to
around four inches. (The exact range for each model can be found in the service
manual.) Struts should be within the proper range even when the airplane is
fully loaded.

There are different styles and configurations, but
all struts house hydraulic fluid in the lower section
of the strut and compressed air (or nitrogen) in the
upper section.
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Once the valve stem has been removed,
push the tubing over the open Schrader
valve and insert the other end into the
empty container. Next, push the strut up
to its fully collapsed position. Any old
fluid will be shoved out.
Then remove the container with the old
fluid and insert the hose into a can with
at least a half-gallon of clean new hydraulic fluid. Next, pull the strut down to its
maximum extended position. The suction
will pull in the fluid; it will continue to
siphon for a few seconds after the strut is
fully extended.
Next, slowly push the strut up to its fully collapsed position. As some of the fluid is pushed
back out, air bubbles will come out too.
Extend the strut again, and repeat the
process until all of the fluid comes out as
a solid stream on the compression stroke.
Once all of the air bubbles are removed,
the strut will be considerably more difficult to push up to its collapsed position.
Once the strut is fully collapsed, the hose
should then be removed from the valve
and the valve core reinstalled.

Generally main struts
should be inflated so that
around five inches of the
piston is exposed, and
nose struts to around four
inches. The exact range for
each model can be found
in the service manual.
This process is called bleeding the strut,
and it’s the only way to get the proper
amount of hydraulic fluid into the inner
chambers of the cylinder.
There is no way to simply pump a little fluid in to the strut; the strut must be
filled using this bleeding process. If the
process isn’t followed, large air pockets in
the lower chamber can cause the strut to
collapse under a load.
Once the strut is filled with fluid, it can
then be aired up with either nitrogen or
compressed air through a strut booster.
After the airplane is lowered off the jacks,
the final adjustments can be made by releasing a little of the pressure by depressing
the valve core for a split second at a time.
Generally main struts should be
inflated so that around five inches of
the piston is exposed, and nose struts to
around four inches.
The exact range for each model can be
found in the service manual. The struts should
be inflated so that they are within the proper
range even when the airplane is fully loaded.
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The seals, such as a rubber wiper ring and O-ring in the strut housing, can harden
and become brittle over time, especially in cold weather. This photo shows a Piper
strut piston being reinstalled after new seals were installed in the strut housing.

A closeup image of a Piper strut piston and axle assembly. Keeping the struts
in good shape will pay off big in the long run.

Get Ready To Stack
Up Your Savings.

WAAS? Check. ADS-B Out? Check. Bluetooth audio? Check. Ease of use? Check.
BendixKing’s stack provides all the new features that you need at a price that
you can afford. So go ahead, give your aircraft the panel it deserves without
breaking the bank. Eligible stack conﬁgurations can earn up to $2,500 off list
price. And remember that your existing BendixKing avionics may also be eligible
for our TradeUp program for even further savings.

To learn more call 1.855.250.7027, contact your
local BendixKing dealer or visit bendixking.com

Troubleshooting struts
Properly serviced struts should have a
certain amount of buoyancy about them.
Struts that are filled with air pressure
but are low on hydraulic fluid tend to
stick in place. Struts that stay extended for
a period of time after a plane has landed
and then suddenly collapse are also typically low on fluid.
Any sort of a knocking noise from
the nose strut during taxi operations or
upon landing is an indication that it is
bottoming out due to it being low on
fluid, air, or both.
If a strut is low on fluid, it is usually
because the rubber seals have gotten old
and hardened. There is generally a rubber wiper ring and a large rubber O-ring
with one or more backup rings in the
strut housing. These rings harden and
become brittle over time, especially in
cold weather.
Granville’s Aircraft Hydraulic and Strut
Sealant is an FAA approved product that
can be mixed with hydraulic fluid and
added to the struts during the servicing process. It doesn’t cause the seals to
swell, but it does cause them to soften and
become more flexible, much as they were
in their original state.
This additive works well, once enough
of it gets into contact with the seals. After
it is first added, the strut may still go flat a
time or two and need to be re-aired before
it finally holds.

A discarded can or container and a section of clear hose
will be needed in order to catch old hydraulic fluid as it
is pushed out during strut servicing.

Properly serviced struts help to soften landings and prevent damage to the
airframe, and keeping the struts in good
shape will pay off big in the long run.

Jacqueline Shipe grew up in an aviation
home; her dad was a flight instructor.
She soloed at age 16 and went on to get
her CFII and ATP certificate. Shipe also
attended Kentucky Tech and obtained an
airframe and powerplant license. She has
worked as a mechanic for the airlines and
on a variety of General Aviation planes.
She’s also logged over 5,000 hours of flight
instruction time. Send question or comments to editor@piperflyer.org.

RESOURCES >>>>>
Appendix A to Part 43, “Major
Alterations, Major Repairs and
Preventive Maintenance”
ecfr.gov
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A quantity of MIL-H-5606A hyraulic fluid is needed to service struts. Granville’s
sealant added to the hydraulic fluid can help revitalize old seals and is FAA approved.

The Value of

Simulator
Training
Simulators have
come a long way
since World War II.
This is Precison
Flight Controls’ new
Modular Flight Deck
(MFD).
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Three-time master CFI/CFII/
MEI/ATP Michael Leighton
explains why he is a huge
fan of flight training with
a simulator.
By Michael Leighton

Simulator training has come a long way
since the Link Trainer. This now primitive-looking trainer taught thousands of
World War II-era airmen to safely fly in
the clouds by simulating the pitch, roll
and yaw of a real aircraft in flight.
Today, flight simulation technology is
readily available to every pilot, not just
military aviators. From full-motion level
D sims that are so real that they have a
tail number and you can take a type rating checkride in them, to desktop aviation
training devices (ATDs) that are based on
common PC technology, there is sim that
fits any mission.
Several devices and classifications
In reality, the word “simulator” is somewhat misused. If the device moves (i.e., it
has motion), it can be called a simulator.
Simulators are classified from level A to
level D, with D as the most advanced.
Flight training devices (FTDs), on the
other hand, don’t have motion. FTDs are
classified with an FAA numbering system
from one to seven.
Two other terms to know are Basic
Aviation Training Device (BATD) and
Advanced Aviation Training Device
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(AATD). Some AATDs have rudimentary motion and offer minor tactile “seatof-your-pants” feel, while BATDs are
mainly desktop procedure trainers without any motion. (For more information
on AATDs and BATDs, see the sidebar on
page 34. —Ed.)
AATDs are becoming common even at
smaller flight schools.
A phenomenal training tool
I am and have always been a huge fan
of simulator training. There are so many
things you can do in a sim that you would
never do in an airplane on purpose. Even
the basic machines can allow the average
pilot to be guided through the most complicated approach procedures and have
the ability to pause at any time to figure
it all out.
More advanced machines allow pilots to
experience severe turbulence, the effects
of ice on the airframe or simple and compound equipment failures. In the hands
of a capable instructor, these devices are
phenomenal training tools.
Recently the FAA reinstated a decision to allow up to 20 flight hours in an
approved ATD to be applied toward an

What they are great for
I tell my students that when transitioning to a new aircraft, simulator training
is invaluable. The more complex the airplane, the more value I place on the sim.
Initial and recurrent instrument training is also the perfect venue for most of
the BATDs and AATDs. It’s less expensive
than flying in a plane, and you have the
ability to stop at any point, discuss the
procedure, and then resume the approach.

This Link Trainer is on display at the Western Canada Aviation Museum
in Winnipeg, Manitoba.

In the hands of a capable instructor, these
devices are phenomenal training tools.

Photo courtesy Legacy Flight Training

Noteworthy differences
Not everything about a simulator is
identical to the real thing. Most do not
fly exactly like a “real” airplane; they just
don’t have the same tactile feel.
More importantly, most sims do not
use the exact same instrument and
radio configuration as the aircraft
you’ll be flying in. Switches and buttons won’t be in the same place, and
“switchology” is an important aspect in
flight training.
Further, if you are flying an older aircraft, the sim likely won’t have the same
autopilot that your aircraft has, either.
In addition to that, the quality of the
visual graphics varies greatly—and that
can be a limiting factor for what exactly
you can do in that particular sim. For
example, most AATDs are not approved
for use in an Instrument Proficiency
Check (FAR 61.57) because a circle-toland approach is a requirement and the
graphics are not good enough to qualify
for that.
There is no substitute for flight training
in your own airplane.

Photo: Bzuk, Wikimedia Commons

instrument student’s time requirements.
This is especially helpful for the new
instrument pilot, as understanding and
flying approach procedures can be the
most difficult part of learning to be an
instrument pilot and learning that in an
airplane in flight is more difficult than in
a sim. After all, there is no “pause” button
on an airplane.
More advanced sims allow the pilot
to experience situations and failures
that are too dangerous to do in the
plane or are simply impossible to recreate, such as microbursts, in-flight fires
or system malfunctions.
In the program that I run for one of the
largest flight schools in the country, we
put every student in the sim for 10 hours
before we put them in the plane. In the
sim, we can safely teach something as
simple as starting a jet engine (without
any risk of damaging one) or something
as complex as a compound mechanical
failure or a fire in the cockpit.

The Meridian (left) and Mirage (right) simulators at Legacy Flight
Training in Vero Beach, Fla.

Photo courtesy Legacy Flight Training

Legacy Flight Training offers pilots a Meridian simulator with Avidyne avionics.

Precision Flight Controls’
Piper Fleet
Single-engine
Warrior II
Archer III
Arrow III
Arrow III TC
Arrow IV
Arrow IV TC

PA-28-161
PA-28-180
PA-28R-201
PA-28RT-201
PA-28R-201
PA-28RT-201

Twin-engine
Navajo Chieftain
Seminole
Seminole TC
Seneca V

PA-31-350
PA-44-180
PA-44-180T
PA-34-220T

Turboprop
Cheyenne

PA-42

Aviation Training Devices: A brief explanation of the differences
By Tracy Cook
Basic Aviation Training Devices (BATDs) represent the lowest level of FAA
approved ATDs. These systems are eligible for 2.5 hours toward the private
pilot certificate and 10 hours toward the instrument rating requirements.
Instrument experience (i.e., currency) can also be accomplished in a BATD
under FAR 61.57(c)(3) which allows for part of the time to be logged in the device
while the remainder is required to be accomplished in the aircraft.
Advanced Aviation Training Devices (AATDs) are typically more sophisticated
(and often more expensive) systems. AATDs allow for the same 2.5 hours toward
the private pilot certificate, with an increase to 20 hours loggable toward the
instrument rating, an additional 50 hours toward a commercial ticket, and 25 more
toward an ATP.
Instrument experience can also be accomplished under the more liberal FAR
61.57(c)(2). This regulation allows for currency to be accomplished in its entirety
on the AATD.
The current requirement—to have instrument experience time endorsed in one’s
logbook by a CFI—is the focus of a recent proposed amendment by the FAA.
It has long been argued that instrument experience does not constitute
“training” and therefore should not require an instructor endorsement. Apparently
the FAA agrees.
Tracy Cook is vice president of sales and marketing for Precision Flight Controls,
Inc. He has been a private pilot since 1990. Send questions or comments to
editor@piperflyer.org.
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A good training regime for the average
pilot would include sim training at least
every other year, in addition to annual—or
better yet, semi-annual—recurrent training on your aircraft.
I have one longtime student (who holds
an ATP rating). She went to sim training
prior to taking a flight to Vail, Colo. in her
plane. In the sim, she shot the approaches
to Eagle County Airport (KEGE) so she
would be prepared, just in case she had to
do it for real.
Eagle County Airport is located in a
valley in the mountains and features
some of the most challenging instrument
approaches in the country. It was money
well spent for her, as the weather went
from VFR to IMC while she was she was
en route, and she ended up flying the
approach for real.
You don’t need to be an ATP to find sim
training valuable. Even a desktop BATD is
useful for scraping rust off a pilot’s instrument procedure thought process—and
even though you can’t log that time, it
doesn’t mean you didn’t learn something.
With the proliferation of flight training
devices on the market, I encourage every
pilot to seek one out and experience the
advantages of sim training.

Michael Leighton is a 10,000 hour, threetime master CFI/CFII/MEI/ATP and runs
a flight school in Spartanburg S.C. and Vero
Beach, Fla. You can reach him by email
flymkleighton@gmail.com. Send questions
or comments to editor@piperflyer.org.

RESOURCES >>>>>
Flight simulator training facilities
– PFA supporters
Aerial Sim Training
aerialsimtraining.com
Fly MKLeighton Aviation School
flymkleighton.net
Legacy Flight Training
legacyflighttraining.com
Simulator manufacturers/distributors
– PFA supporter
Precision Flight Controls
flypfc.com
Other simulator manufacturers
(not a comprehensive list)
Redbird Flight Simulations, Inc.
simulators.redbirdflight.com
Frasca International, Inc.
frasca.com

The new
Airman
Certification
Standards
(ACS)
By Michael Leighton
The brand-new Airman Certification Standards for private pilots
and instrument pilots is here.
Contributing editor and CFI
Michael Leighton explains what
Piper flyers can expect.

Effective Wednesday, June 15, 2016,
the tried-and-true Practical Test Standards (PTS), which has been used for pilot
training and testing since before I became
an instructor in 1989, was replaced with
the Airman Certification Standards (ACS).
The first two documents released by the
FAA for this new standard are the Private
Pilot ACS and the Instrument Pilot ACS.
The others will follow, though to the best
of my knowledge, dates for implementation have not been published.
As an instructor, I will agree that an
update to training and testing standards
was needed. The PTS was out-of-date
and out of touch with what we are doing
in an airplane.
Subjects like GPS, ADS-B, glass panel,
T-routes, direct-to flight, online weather
briefings, the imminent demise of the
FSS, and the incorporation of risk management into the training regime—as well
as the highlighting of special emphasis
areas—were not well addressed by the PTS.
A more integrated approach
The FAA developed the ACS using
feedback from the flight training industry,
from those of us who do this every day for
a living.
From the FAA release briefing: “The
ACS adds task-specific knowledge and
risk management elements to each PTS
Area of Operation/Task. The result is an
integrated presentation of specific knowledge, risk management and skill elements
for each Task.”
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It continues, “The ACS thus provides a
single-source set of the standards for both
[the] knowledge exam and the practical
test.” In addition, the ACS ties in special
emphasis tasks and connects the tasks
and risk management area to the questions on the written test.
Streamlining the process
The FAA is careful to say that the new
ACS in no way changes the skill performance metric that has been in place forever. That is published and documented.
They also say quite adamantly that the
ACS won’t change the length of the flight
portion, or increase the length of the oral
portion of the practical test. This claim I
have to doubt, however. The risk management portion is entirely new, and thus,
when being added to the test regime,
must lengthen the test.
The ACS breaks down each task into
knowledge, which you would expect
would be covered on an oral portion of a
flight test; a risk management section that
pertains to that specific task; and a skills
section which is what you would expect to
perform in the aircraft on the flight portion of the checkride.
Additionally, the ACS codes each individual task, and its sub-elements, risk
management and skills, so that it ties back
to the written exam. Theoretically, this
enables the instructor to more accurately
review and teach the material that the
student got wrong on the written. Reviewing missed material with a student is a

This letter from John S. Duncan explains the functional components
of the new Airman Certification Standards, as well as how and why
the ACS was developed.

As an instructor, I will agree that an update to training and testing
standards was needed. The PTS was out-of-date and out of touch
with what we are doing in an airplane.

The FAA developed the ACS using feedback from the flight training
industry, from those of us who do this every day for a living.

The integrated format of the
ACS offers instructors and
students a number of benefits.
It clearly tells applicants,
instructors and evaluators
what an airman must know,
consider and do to pass
the knowledge test and the
practical test for an airman
certificate or rating.
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regulatory requirement for instructors
and always has been, and it requires a
signoff to verify that it has been done.
This effort, I applaud. In the past, the
PLT codes (i.e., learning statement codes)
on the FAA written exam did not pertain
to a specific question, only to an area of
knowledge, leaving the instructor to figure
out what and how to teach the missed
material.
The FAA intends to use the coding
system to tie the test questions to course
guidance found in other FAA publications such as the Pilot’s Handbook of
Aeronautical Knowledge (FAA publication
H8083-25A). This will make it easier for
instructors to find the appropriate training material to review with the student.
What this all means for you
If you already hold your ratings, you
won’t see much of an impact initially,
though I would expect that the BFR will
be overhauled to reflect the risk management modules that now appear in the
ACS (similar to what we found when the
last Instrument PTS was released, requiring specific tasks for an IPC).
If you are working on a rating, I would
advise you to download the ACS for free
from the FAA website. Look at the briefing, and read the ACS cover to cover. (See
Resources for the links. —Ed.)
Like most major changes, it’s going to
take a little while to address the unanticipated consequences. I would not fear this
change, but like all things, it’s prudent to
expect a few bumps in the road.

Michael Leighton is a 10,000 hour,
three-time Master CFI and operates a
flight school in Spartanburg, S.C. and
Vero Beach, Fla. He can be reached at
flymkleighton@gmail.com, or on the
web at flymkleighton.net. Send questions
or comments to editor@piperflyer.org.

RESOURCES >>>>>
ACS briefing, FAQs
and other official documents
Airman Certification Standards
faa.gov/training_testing/testing/acs/
Further reading
FAA publication H8083-25A,
Pilot’s Handbook of Aeronautical
Knowledge
faa.gov/regulations_policies/handbooks_
manuals/aviation/pilot_handbook/
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Growing Up

in the Cherokee

Piper gave us a lot of choices with the Cherokee line,
says contributor Steve Wentworth. Whatever aircraft you
choose, enjoy it!
By Steve Wentworth

Recently we asked member and supporter
Steve Wentworth to give us his impressions about Piper’s many Cherokees.
Wentworth himself has a rather unique
situation: in addition to being a Cherokee
pilot for many years, he’s made Piper
Cherokees a specialty in his business
endeavors. Today, Wentworth Aircraft is
the largest supplier of used Cherokee parts
in the world. Here is his story. —Eds.
As a longtime reader of Piper Flyer, I
have read with interest many articles written by owners of Cherokee aircraft, as I am
a longtime Cherokee owner/pilot myself.
Like many other private pilots have
been, and will continue to be, I was introduced to flying by my father. He started
flying for fun when I was about 10 years
old. My father really got bit by the bug,
and added commercial, instrument, CFI
and CFII ratings in the following years. I
was in the enviable position of flying with
him often as he built up flight hours.
As happenstance would have it, my
father took his first lessons in a Cherokee,
and as often happens, he stayed with
them—so almost all of his subsequent
10,000-plus hours were in Cherokees.
As a result, you could say I literally
grew up in these airplanes.
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My middle daughter trained
and soloed in an Archer.

Photos courtesy Wikicommons

Cherokee variants
I am sort of an airplane nut. I like a lot
of things about airplanes, and enjoy learning the details about different types.
My first solo (on my 16th birthday), was
in a little-known model, the PA-28-150,
which my dad had at the time. The 150,
which shared the fuselage—including the
bench rear seat and baggage door—with
the Cherokee 180, was originally the
entry-level Cherokee.
In 1964, Piper came out with a training-focused version of this airplane, and
called it the 140. Because the 140 was a
“de-contented” 150 (no backseat, no baggage compartment or baggage door), the
manufacturer gave it a random number
lower than the existing 150.
This is inaccurate nomenclature, since
the 140 had the same 150 hp engine as the
150. Even today, I still talk with people
who assume that the Cherokee 140 only
puts out 140 hp.
At some point my story deviates from
that of the average flying brat, because
Cherokees have become part of my career;
my business is selling used aircraft parts.
Over the last 31 years, Wentworth
Aircraft has purchased over 1,600 Piper
aircraft, mostly Cherokees, along with a

Photo: James Lawrence

The third side window on this
PA-28-181 visually lightens and
elongates the side appearance,
and easily distinguishes it from
earlier PA-28-180s.

Right: A Lance, according to
the author, has all of the good
and the bad of the Cherokee Six
and the Arrow.

Photos courtesy Wikicommons

Left: In addition to flying all types of Cherokees
including the PA-28-180,
Cherokee aircraft have
become part of the
author’s career.

1968 and later Cherokees
In 1968, Cherokee 180s were updated
along with the rest of the PA-28 line. The
140 got its major changes a year later, in
1969. In my mind, anything older than a
‘68 is an “old” Cherokee, although I will
admit, I’ve seen some nicely updated
pre-1968s.
I am drawn to the 1968 and later redesigned 180s. The third side window, which
visually lightened and elongated the side
appearance, and the modern design flattopped dash, appeal to me.
In addition, the flight instruments were
arranged in a clean six-pack layout for easy
scan; the engine instrumentation is in front
of the pilot, not to the right of the radio
stack; the switches are centrally located
where you can see them; and all circuits are
breaker-protected (not fuse-protected).
I like the quadrant throttle, too, as
adjustments are a simple nudge and you
can easily check the throttle position visually, which is harder to do with a pushpull throttle.
Arrows and 235s
My father’s first Arrow was a 1968, and
I put a lot of time in while sitting in the
left seat, even before I got my license. (As
a flight instructor, my father got in the
habit of sitting in the right seat. I always
flew from the left when I was up front.)
Almost every 1968 Arrow had a “Juliet”
or “Tango” N-number from the factory—
ours was a Juliet—so if you meet a 1968
Arrow owner, you might be able to impress
him if you ask if he has a Juliet or a Tango.
It has worked for me many times!
I’ve owned and flown many of the different Arrow models, and have formed
some opinions.
The 180 Arrows are the most fuel efficient and are nicely balanced, while the
1969-1971 200s are the fastest of the normally aspirated Arrows.
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Wentworth thinks of
the Warrior as the
easiest airplane of all
to fly. His father had a
Warrior for 10 years.

I put a lot of time in while
sitting in the left seat, even
before I got my license.

Photo: Paul Bowen

wide variety of miscellaneous Piper singles and twins. This unprecedented exposure has not soured me in any way to the
virtues of the Cherokee line, and in fact, a
Cherokee of some sort is almost always in
my personal hangar.
Although production for the Cherokee
series is listed in the Aircraft Bluebook
and other publications as starting in 1962,
I owned an airplane that caused me to
wonder about the planned versus actual
production timeline.
I bought and sold serial number 28-21
(the 21st Cherokee made!) a few years ago,
and the POH said “1961 Piper,” so the official introduction of the aircraft apparently
was delayed.

Photo: James Lawrence

Photo: James Lawrence

Photo: James Lawrence

Photo: James Lawrence

The Archer II (above, left) was first certified in 1975, while the Archer III (above, right) was first certified in 1994. The design of the
Archer II (below, left) remained virtually unchanged for 20 years. The more contemporary Archer III (below, right), with its modern
avionics, makes it an excellent training platform.

Upper SunBeacon II
(Red)

Pulsar NSP

(sold as a pair) – NAV/ACS

SunTail

ACS/POS

SunSpot 36LX
landing light

• TSO Approved Pulsar NS
and SunTail lights
• No Power Supply required
• PMA and STC approved
SunSpot 36 landing and
taxi lights

www.AeroLEDS.com

L E SS DRA G

•

LES S DRAW

t 208.850.3294 f 208.246.0552
sales@AeroLEDs.com

• SunSpot HX Series
includes Built-in “wigwag” or “pulse” feature

To me, the Turbo Arrow is the best of
the Arrows by far, but only if you go up
high regularly. If you stay down, it has
regular Arrow speed, but with a higher
fuel burn and more maintenance—and
who needs that?
The 1974-76 Arrow is the most comfortable overall, with its larger cabin door,
comfortable mid-backseats, extra rear seat
legroom and extended Hershey bar wing,
which provides for a less abrupt touchdown without the “float” of the taper wing
in ground effect.
I love the range of the Arrow III (72 gallons for six hours of fuel, plus). The Arrow
IV with the T-tail is best avoided, in my
opinion.
I was lucky enough to commute to work
for a while in a 1964 Cherokee 235, and
its fantastic climb rate impressed me.
That airplane moved to Buffalo, N.Y., and
I still talk to the owner every year at my
booth at Sun ‘n Fun or Oshkosh.
The 235 is the best hauler in the
Cherokee line: 84 gallons of fuel and four
real people! It’s also almost as fast as an
Arrow when equipped with the optional
constant speed prop, wheel pants, etc.
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Other PA-28s, and PA-32s
In addition to my 235 and my father’s
Arrows, my dad had a Warrior for 10
years. I think of the Warrior as the easiest airplane of all to fly. The taper wing
makes the flare and touchdown less dramatic. It has all of the good ergonomics of
the ‘68 and later dash with effective heat
and fresh air vents, and it’s light on the
controls. In my opinion, if you can’t fly a
Warrior well, you can’t fly.
My middle daughter just got her private
ticket. She trained and soloed in an Archer.
The Dakota I flew for six months did
everything pretty well, and if gas was
free, it might be the only fixed-gear
Cherokee people would buy. However, a
Dakota is noticeably heavy on the nose,
so the trim really gets a workout on
approach to landing.
I also miss the 235’s 84-gallon fuel
capacity. The Dakota only has 72, which is
barely five hours’ worth, while the 235 will
go five hours comfortably.
If you need the seats or the hauling
capacity, a Cherokee Six is the way to go.
We went across the country as a family
for years in our early 260, but it is a heavy

airplane to haul around the sky by hand. I
recommend an autopilot, so you can steer
with just your finger and thumb on the
heading bug.
A Lance, in my opinion, is all of the
good and the bad of the Six and the
Arrow. So again, if gas was free and those
landing gear trunnions weren’t so prone
to cracking….
I am a firm believer in owning an airplane that suits your mission profile. Buy
the Piper that most fits your needs most of
the time, equip it to suit you, and enjoy it—
just like I have enjoyed all of the Cherokees
I have been fortunate enough to fly.

Steve Wentworth is co-founder and current President and CEO of the Wentworth
Aircraft Inc., the world’s largest volume
buyer of insurance salvage aircraft. The
company is based at Crystal Airport
(KMIC) in Crystal, Minn. Wentworth is
a Piper Cherokee owner, an A&P and a
private pilot with thousands of hours.
Send questions or comments to editor@
piperflyer.org.

Photo: James Lawrence

The Piper 6X was the final
iteration of the Cherokee Six.
Certified August 28, 2003, it was
only in production until 2007.

Hard-to-find parts
aren’t hard to find here!

WENTWORTH
AIRCRAFT, INC.
CESSNA | PIPER | HOMEBUILTS
As the LARGEST Single-Engine Piper
Used Parts Dealer IN THE WORLD,
we’ll help you find everything you need
...with only ONE call!
Huge Volume | Fresh Stock | 80,000 Sq. Ft. of
Indoor Storage | 30-Day Satisfaction Guarantee
RFQs Online, Fax or Phone
Wentworth Aircraft Inc. • 6000 Douglas Drive N. • Crystal, MN 55429

ENGINES

LYCOMING O-235 to IO-540
CONTINENTAL O-200 to IO-520
Complete engines with accessories
and complete logs!
Also Cylinders, Mags, Accessories

AIRFRAME

Wings, Cowlings, Interiors,
Control Surfaces, Landing
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Contributing editor Michael Leighton recalls the winter day in
early 2016 when he and his student had to declare an emergency.
Story by Michael Leighton | Photos by Stephen Lieberman

“O.K. then, Cherokee 7978C is going
to declare an emergency. I want a vector
direct to Papa 33, and lower now.” In 37
years of flying, including a couple of inflight engine failures, I had never had to
say that for real.
The trip started in Palm Beach, Fla. the
day before. The Cherokee 235 Pathfinder
I was flying was going home to California
with its new owner, who just happened to
be a freshly-minted private pilot.
“Going west in the winter in a Cherokee
is going to be a slow go, and you just
don’t know what the weather is going to
be,” I told him before we started. “There’s
always the possibility of getting weathered
in somewhere.”

in a Cherokee

Like a scene from a book
The next day, we were living a chapter
from a Richard Collins book. The wind
was howling—more than 60 knots on the
nose—and it was dark. Level at 10,000
feet, the headwind had reduced our
groundspeed to just over 65 knots.
The controller asked us to climb to
11,000 feet, the minimum MEA for that
segment of the airway between El Paso
and Tucson, Ariz. Between us and Tucson
loomed Rincon Peak at 8,900 feet.
The little Cherokee could barely give me
100 fpm. I asked the controller if we could
stay at 10,000 for the duration, and he
offered us a “T” route that was slightly to
the south that would allow that.
Unfortunately, that put us into some
weather, and we began to pick up ice.
Now, I had reached my limit. Night, in the
mountains, picking up ice; a trifecta of
bad things.
“OK, 78C is picking up ice and we
want direct to the nearest airport with an
instrument approach and lower,” I said.
The controller asked if could take an
intermediate fix for the GPS approach,
and we agreed. Then he said, “Stand by,”
and left the frequency for a while.

No answer from ATC
Several other aircraft called, but Center
did not answer. I called three more times,
to no reply.
Thinking that ice might be affecting the
com antenna, I transmitted in the blind
to any aircraft, and one replied. He suggested calling on guard, and he would stay
on the frequency to relay if necessary.
Before I could do that, the controller
came back on. “Everybody just hold on,”
he said. “I had to go off frequency to get a
clearance for another aircraft. I’m back now.
“Seven-eight Charlie, what do you need?”
At this point I was annoyed that the
controller chose to go off-line and get a
clearance for another aircraft when there
was an aircraft in distress on the frequency. I decided to declare an emergency.
“What is the nature of your emergency?” he asked.
“Like I told you, we are picking up ice
and we can now no longer maintain altitude,” I replied.
Previous difficulty
That exchange was the second time in
about four hours that we got poor service
from ATC while in actual instrument conditions. Earlier in the day, we were cleared
for the GPS 26 left approach into El Paso,
Tex., then given direct to a fix that wasn’t
on that approach.
Halfway down that approach, we were
told that if we could not acquire the
airport visually, we would need to be vectored to the ILS 4 approach, as the GPS 26
wasn’t approved for service at that time.
We couldn’t see anything, so a missed
approach and vectors to the ILS followed.
Back to the emergency
“I can give you direct to Papa thirtythree, but I can’t get you lower than 8,900
until about four miles from the airport,”
the controller said.
We were 22 miles away from Cochise
County Airport (P33); full power, prop
full forward, descending at 100 fpm. I’d
turned off the autopilot and began to fly
by hand when I first determined that ice
was affecting performance.
I tuned the Unicom frequency for P33
into the number-two radio then proceeded to activate the pilot-controlled lighting.
(Still in the clouds, I had no way to know if
I had in fact done so, but I did it anyway.)
Then I put on the defroster to make a
hole in the ice on the windshield. It was
calm and methodical in the cockpit. My
student asked if he could do anything to
help. I politely said no, and being ever the
instructor, explained what I could at the
time to him.
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…every pilot has to know his or her
personal limits, the limitations of the
aircraft they are flying, and must be
able to recognize when there is any
possibility that they may exceed either.

Above: The radar clearly shows a storm
well beyond the capability of the aircraft
to operate safely in.

Left: New owner Stephen Lieberman
pushes his Cherokee into the hangar for
the first time after his adventurous flight.

Left: N7978C is well equipped with a
nice mix of new and legacy equipment.
With XM weather and TCAS traffic,
it’s about as capable as a Cherokee
gets, but no match for airframe ice.

Right: The aircraft owner (left)
and the author in flight.

When Lieberman and Leighton were
preparing to depart Palm Beach, Fla.,
temperatures were in the mid-80s.

On the ground in Willcox Az.,
Leiberman (pictured) and the author
were greeted by the airport dog.
The ultra-retro FBO at P33 was like
stepping back in time, and the
owners were great.
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We broke out at about 7,900 feet into
good VFR about two miles from the end
of the runway.
The airport is at 4,200 feet, so we had
about 3,500 feet to lose. Three 360s later,
we were on final approach.
I canceled my IFR with the controller, took a phone number to call him
after touchdown and proceeded to land
uneventfully.
On the ground
I had my student/new aircraft owner
make that call and let ATC know we were
fine. So far, he had gotten an education I
could not have possibly planned.
As we taxied onto the unlit ramp, we
were greeted by the airport dog. When
I climbed off the wing, I noticed the
ice on the leading edge of the wing,
the stabilator and vertical stab still
firmly attached.
A few minutes later, a pickup truck
rolled up and the gentleman driving
it offered to give us a ride into town.
Willcox, Ariz. is by any definition a small
town; it doesn’t even have a taxi or car
service. But it does have a Holiday Inn
Express and a truck stop.
The Cherokee’s new owner, Stephen
Lieberman, and I reviewed the day’s
events over food. I explained why I opted
to land short of the destination. The
decision to do so is pretty self-evident;
at night, in IFR, in mountainous terrain
does not require much explanation.
Then I explained why I turned off the
autopilot and flew by hand. The autopilot,
I told him, would try to maintain altitude
at the expense of airspeed, all the way
until the plane stalled. The ice increased
stall speed, and I wanted to be able to feel
the tactile indications of an impending
stall if it came to that.
Also, I explained why I chose to declare
an emergency. The controller was not
being responsive to our requests—and
apparently, even after being told of the
issue—chose to go off frequency for nearly
three minutes while we were technically
without a clearance. In light of those
circumstances, I chose to exercise my
emergency authority to ensure the safe
outcome of our flight.
Next I explained that every pilot has
to know his or her personal limits, the
limitations of the aircraft they are flying, and must be able to recognize when
there is any possibility that they may
exceed either.
At this point, exhaustion was setting in.
We had started the day in Alexandria, La.,
14 hours earlier. I needed a hot shower
and a good night’s sleep.
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From Willcox to Tucson
The next day dawned gray and raining,
and the temperatures at the surface hovered around 40 degrees F. We bummed a
ride back the airport from the hotel maintenance man. The weather in Tucson just
60 miles west was VFR, but in Willcox it
was solid IFR.
We spent the morning and into
the early afternoon at the local FBO.
It reminded me of the little FBOs I
remember as a kid. The owners were
friendly and the place was an aviation
time capsule. I used my time to write a
NASA report on the events of the night
before, just in case.
Finally, the sky cleared enough to
ensure that we could make Tucson, and
we set off on that leg VFR.
The weather in California, our final destination, was awful. A winter storm watch
was in effect and there was no chance of
us completing the flight for at least two
more days. I opted to grab an airliner
home, while my new aircraft owner and
friend stayed with the plane.
Two days later, in good VFR, he got his
plane home.
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On top and between layers, the
sun was getting ready to set as the
author and Leiberman flew west
from El Paso, Tex.

The value of the experience
My ex-partner Chuck Clapper is fond of
saying, “experience is what you get when
you don’t get what you want.”
Clearly, my student got the aviation
experience of a lifetime during our flight,
one that I could have never intentionally
showed him. As an instructor, I was prepared—even before we left Florida—for
this particular scenario.
Though I would rather have not had it
happen, at no time was the safe outcome
of the flight in question, and my student
got an education in aeronautical decisionmaking he could never have learned from
a ground school or by watching video.
It should be noted that my student
will be starting on his instrument rating
immediately. I could not be happier.

Michael Leighton is a 10,000-hour, threetime Master Flight Instructor and operates a Part 141 flight school and maintenance facility in South Carolina and
South Florida. You can find him on the
web at flymkleighton.net. Send questions
or comments to editor@piperflyer.org.

The USS Intrepid is an
impressive sight at Pier
86 along the Hudson River
shoreline in Manhattan.
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A CARRIER LANDING
IN THE BIG APPLE
by Dan Pimentel

Photo courtesy Intrepid Sea, Air & Space Museum

Manhattan’s Intrepid Sea, Air & Space Museum is a must-see
on the East Coast, and contributing editor Dan Pimentel calls it
one of the best aviation attractions in the United States.

Getting there
Before you can climb around the
Intrepid’s many decks or go deep inside
the U.S.S. Growler—the only American
guided missile submarine open to the
public—you’ll first have to get there.
When studying the airspace around
the region, you find that John F. Kennedy
International (KJFK) and LaGuardia
Airport (KLGA) will cause major VFR
headaches, especially when trying to
mix in with traffic from Newark Liberty
International (KEWR) and Teterboro
Airport (KTEB) just across the Hudson
River. Unless you frequently fly the city’s
many designated VFR corridors, the best
advice when making this museum hop is
to avoid the airspace altogether.
Getting to Manhattan via GA airplane
is never easy, but Pam Day of Million Air
at Westchester County Airport (KHPN) in
White Plains, N.Y. told me that KHPN is
the hot setup for a trip to the Intrepid Sea,
Air & Space Museum.
You can avoid the intense JFK-LGATEB airspace by landing at HPN and
taking the FBO’s complimentary shuttle
(call to arrange) to the White Plains train
station, Day said, and then catch the
Harlem line express train for a quick ride
to Grand Central Station.
Once you are done being blown away by
the size and architecture of Grand Central,
you can jump on the westbound M42
(Pier) bus to 12th Avenue and walk north
to the Intrepid complex at 46th Street.
(A Metro-North train/Intrepid discount
is available. Visit the MTA website in
Resources to find out more. —Ed.)
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T

here are not many major cities
in the United States that can
come close to offering visitors the
enormous array of entertainment options
and attractions that are found in New
York City. Within its five boroughs, there
is something for everyone, from brilliant
Broadway shows, block after block of
great restaurants, world-class shopping,
incredible art galleries and yes, one very
cool—and simply gigantic—floating
aviation museum.
The Intrepid Sea, Air & Space Museum,
located in Manhattan on Pier 86, is one of
the best aviation attractions in the country.
Not only do you get to see the Space Shuttle
Enterprise, a British Airways Concorde and
a large selection of other exhibition aircraft,
a visit to the Intrepid itself is worth the trip.
Launched in 1943, this former aircraft
carrier fought in World War II, the Cold
War and Vietnam War, and was a NASA
recovery vessel in the 1960s.

Photo: NYC & Company/Tagger Yancey IV

Left: New York City’s Central Park is surrounded on
all sides by luxury skyscrapers.
Above: The magnificent Beaux Arts architecture of
Grand Central Station.

Photo courtesy Intrepid Sea, Air & Space Museum

Bottom: The USS Growler sits alongside Pier 86 at
the Intrepid Air Sea & Space Museum complex.

Photo courtesy Intrepid Sea, Air & Space Museum

Getting on board
Once you board the Intrepid—and
before you have really experienced any
of the many aviation exhibits—you’ll
want to spend a few hours walking the
many decks of the aircraft carrier open
to the public. This is time well spent,
said Ashley Allen, the Intrepid museum’s
public relations manager.
“You can’t beat the views of the
Manhattan skyline from the Flight Deck,”
Allen said. “It’s where we house 23 of the
28 amazing aircraft in our collection.
“You can also access the ship’s island
from the Flight Deck and explore the
captain’s bridge, ‘Vulture’s Row,’ where
the crew would watch flight operations;
and the navigation bridge where visitors
can take the helm and learn how the crew
would navigate the oceans.
“And,” she added, “our Space Shuttle
Pavilion is also located on the Flight Deck.”
After you’ve poked your head into the
Museum’s aircraft restoration tent located
on the flight deck, it’s time to go down into
the many interesting lower decks of this
massive carrier.

The main aircraft collection of the Intrepid Air Sea & Space Museum
complex is found on the Flight Deck.

The Hangar Deck
Go down one more level and you’ll find
the Hangar Deck exhibition. “This space
is unique among historic ships,” Allen
explained, “because it tells two different
stories. Visitors can explore Intrepid’s
technology along the port side of the deck,
and learn the stories of people who lived
and worked aboard the ship along the
starboard side.
“These permanent exhibitions bring
to life the powerful history of the aircraft
carrier and those who served aboard
it. Special exhibition galleries, also
located on the hangar deck, feature
temporary exhibitions including ‘On the
Line: Intrepid and the Vietnam War,’
which explores the events and impact
of the Vietnam War through the lens of
Intrepid’s history.”
The Hangar Deck also includes the
Exploreum, a large, fully interactive
exhibit space designed especially for
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The Gallery Deck
As you descend, you’ll find the Gallery
Deck, which includes the Squadron Ready
Room, where pilots were briefed before
taking off on their missions, and the
Combat Information Center (CIC), where
crew members tracked the location of all
nearby planes and ships. “This area really
takes visitors back in time with the radar
and communications equipment that, at
the time, was completely state-of-the-art,”
Allen says.

Inside the Intrepid’s Hangar Deck, children can sit inside a restored Bell 47 helicopter.

Avionics - Tires & Batteries
Engine Accessories - Instruments
Maintenance & Pilot Supplies

Photo courtesy Intrepid Sea, Air & Space Museum

The Latest Handheld GPS
& Accessories from:

Throughout the Intrepid, visitors can learn what it took to operate
a massive aircraft carrier.

Photo courtesy Intrepid Sea, Air & Space Museum

But enough about the ship and the submarine. You
came here to see airplanes, and this museum has
several that will make the entire trip worthwhile.
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The Intrepid Complex’s USS
Growler exhibit offers visitors a
chance to see the only American
guided missile submarine open
to the public.

The Space Shuttle Enterprise is
the crown jewel of the Intrepid
Museum complex, available to
view with a small additional fee.

Gigantic pastrami sandwiches
and original New York cheesecake is waiting at Carnegie Deli.

families and kids of all ages. It is one of the
most visited areas of the ship, encouraging
visitors to climb in a Bell 47 helicopter,
navigate through a submarine, steer the
wings of an airplane and much more.
Inside the Exploreum, you’ll find
GForce Encounter flight simulators and
the 4D Motion Ride Theater, both of
which provide an extra-exciting experience
for an additional fee. While you’re visiting
the Hangar Deck, be sure to check out the
ship’s “forecastle,” the forwardmost part of
the ship. This space is where visitors can
get an up-close look at the massive chains
that hold the ship’s anchors, and also see
several types of officer’s quarters.
The Third Deck
Still lower, you’ll finally come to the
restored spaces of the Third Deck where
visitors see what daily life was like for the
men who lived aboard the ship. Berthing
areas show where the sailors slept, and the
Mess Deck kitchen and dining area show
where and how they ate their meals.
U.S.S. Growler
Before moving from the “sea” portion of
the Intrepid museum to the “air” portion,
you must take the U.S.S. Growler tour.
The submarine’s entire length is open for
visitors to view, and the tour is included
with general admission to the museum.
Squeeze through tight passageways to
see the way submariners lived and worked
for months at a time. Points of interest
include the Missile Checkout Room, with,
yes, a big red button that used to launch
a missile. The Control Room and Attack
Center show you where the crew steered
the submarine and manned the periscopes
to scan the surface of the water.
But enough about the ship and
the submarine. You came here to see
airplanes, and this museum has several
that will make the entire trip worthwhile.
Aviation and aerospace displays
The Flight Deck holds numerous
fighters from various wars; most notable
is the Lockheed A-12 Blackbird that
could fly at speeds up to 2,269 mph and take
reconnaissance photos from as high as FL800.
Also worth seeing is the British
Airways Concorde Alpha Delta G-BOAD
that broke the record for fastest Atlantic
crossing London to NYC, shrinking
“the pond” by making the flight in just
two hours, 52 minutes and 59 seconds.
(Those wishing to see the inside of the
Concorde can purchase a 60-minute
guided tour that allows visitors to
experience the first-class cabin as well
as the incredible cockpit.)

The real star of this museum, though, is
the Space Shuttle Enterprise—the original
NASA orbiter—and entrance to its pavilion
will mean a few dollars more when you
buy your ticket. (Adult general admission
to the museum is $26; adding the Space
Pavilion access means paying $33 per adult,
with many discounts available for seniors,
children and college students. Retired and
active U.S. military and U.S. veterans get
in for free through donations generously
provided by Bank of America.)
“In addition to getting up close to this
breathtaking piece of human ingenuity,”
Allen said, “the surrounding exhibit
changes frequently and explores its history
and significance within the United States
space program.”
Among the permanent exhibits inside
the Pavilion is a Soyuz TMA-6 space capsule
and a digital exhibition by NASA called
StationLIFE that offers a glimpse into the
science, technology and human experience
of the International Space Station.
The Pavilion currently also exhibits the
fully-restored shuttlecraft Galileo from
“Star Trek: The Original Series.”
Restaurants
After a full day of hopping around the
decks of Intrepid and filling up on sea, air
and space goodness, it’s not going to be
hard at all to fill up on a great meal near
the museum. Because this is New York
City, awesome restaurants are everywhere
and many are within an easy walk from
the Intrepid complex.
The only problem you’ll experience is
deciding where to eat, and that will be
based on what suits your palate.
A great place to start might be The
Landmark Tavern, a very authentic
Irish waterfront saloon that has operated
continuously in the same location since 1868.
Here you can enjoy the house specialty, Irish
bangers and mash, or the beer battered
fish and chips, another longtime favorite
of locals. The friendly barkeep can pull
you a frothy pint of Guinness, or ask for
something rich from The Landmark’s
large selection of single malt whiskeys.
For a corned beef or pastrami sandwich
that weighs in at over a pound, take
the hike to the Theatre District for
an incredible eating experience at the
Carnegie Deli, just across the street from
Carnegie Hall. This classic New York deli
has been serving gigantic sandwiches,
knish, stuffed cabbage and matzoh ball
soup since 1937. And do not leave without
trying their original New York cheesecake, a
dessert reviewers say is the best in the city.
And since this is New York City, you
probably cannot leave without visiting
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one great pizza joint. They are literally
everywhere, but a local recommends
Merilu Pizza Al Metro, a quaint pizzeria
in Hell’s Kitchen. Owner Merilu serves
thin crust pizza with recipes brought from
her hometown of Torino, Italy. One thing
that sets this pizzeria apart is that they make
their own hand-pulled mozzarella every day.
Accommodations
For lodging options, hotels in New York
City can be spendy, so do your homework
on the internet to find the best value and
save by booking directly with the hotel. A
great hotel can very well be only minutes
away from the Intrepid complex by subway.
One that is very close walking
distance from the museum is the Yotel,
a fun lodging option that offers “cabins.”
These comfortable spaces are inspired
by luxury aircraft design, according
to the website, and allow guests to be
immersed in technology and surrounded
by hip contemporary furnishings. A good
choice might be Yotel’s premium queen
cabin featuring a monsoon shower and
incredible views of Manhattan from floorto-ceiling windows.
Yes, it might have taken a plane, a
train, a bus and your own two feet to get
you from the ramp at White Plains to the
Intrepid’s ticket counter, but it will all be
worth it, as this is one of the nation’s most
popular aviation attractions.
Add in some great pizza pie, or even a
Broadway show, and it is unimaginable
that you will not have a great time on this
excursion. But don’t forget the cheesecake!
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Dan Pimentel has worked in journalism and graphic design since 1979, and
is the president and creative director of
Celeste/Daniels Advertising and Design
(celestedaniels.com). He’s an instrumentrated private pilot and has been writing
the Airplanista Aviation Blog (airplanista.com) since 2005. You can find him on
Twitter as @Av8rdan. Send questions or
comments to editor@piperflyer.org.
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press release
PROGRESSIVE AIR GROUP CONTINUES ITS AGGRESSIVE EXPANSION PROGRAM WITH THE ACQUISITION OF BRANT AERO
Two of Canada’s most established aviation companies
have joined and will continue to support and maintain
private and business aircraft

“This combination of customer-oriented services is certainly
unique in Canada. In fact, only a few other companies anywhere
in the world provide this extensive an array of services for private
and business aircraft.”
BRANTFORD, ONTARIO, June 21, 2016 – Representatives of
“I feel very privileged to have served the aviation community
the Progressive Air Group and Brant Aero announced today that
for the past 44 years,” stated Bud Field, Brant Aero’s president.
Progressive Air Group has finalized its
“Now I am very pleased that Brant Aero will
acquisition of Brantford, Ontario-based
continue into another era under the very capaBrant Aero.
ble leadership of the highly-respected owners
Based at Brant Aero’s current location
behind the Progressive Air Group.”
at Brantford Airport (CYFD) in Ontario,
Corey Anderson, General Manager of ProCanada, the new company will continue
gressive Air East stated that Progressive Air
to operate as Brant Aero.
Service staff are already located in Brantford
In addition, the company has estabhave started taking parts orders and making
lished a new parts distribution center
deliveries. “We have the expertise and invenbased at the facility. That group will opertory based in Canada to not only provide the
ate as Progressive Air East.
right parts in a timely manner, but a broad
“This is a very exciting opportunity. The
knowledge of engine parts and accessories to
L to R: Previous owners of
acquisition allows us to bring together
provide guidance on installation, maintenance,
Brant Aero, Bud Field, Edie Craddock
two outstanding companies, each with
and troubleshooting,” he said.
and Pat Field; Todd Collins, CEO,
over 40 years of experience in the support
In making the acquisition announcement,
Progressive Air Group.
and maintenance of private and business
Collins confirming that both Bud and Pat Field
aircraft. The two companies are so closely
would remain involved with Brant Aero going
aligned it was just a natural progression that Brant Aero should
forward. In addition, principal Edie Craddock, a lifetime member
become part of the Progressive Air Group,” stated the group’s
of the American Bonanza Society and avid aviator, will remain a
president, Rob Wharf.
shareholder of Brant Aero.
“Bud and Pat Field have spent 43 years building an
“Between Bud, Pat and Edie we have over 100 years of exexceptionally strong technical team in a way that is the ideal
perience and insight into aircraft ownership, operations, and
complement to the priorities that the Progressive Air Group
maintenance,” Collins said. “This is experience that has served
of Companies has established.”
Brant Aero well in the past and will be invaluable to assuring our
“With the acquisition of Brant Aero’s Ontario-based facility, we
success and growth in the future.”
can provide a full range of services to our general and business
aviation customers including avionics and airframe MRO capaFor more information on the Progressive Air Group of Companies,
bilities and a full array of inspection and maintenance services for
visit progressiveair.com, proaeroav.com or aerosportpower.com.
both piston and turbine aircraft engines,” Todd Collins, CEO of
the Progressive Air Group of Companies said.
For more information about Brant Aero, visit brantaero.com.

Hartzell Propeller Co-Sponsors Pilot Proficiency
and Airshow Performers at EAA AirVenture in Oshkosh
PIQUA, OHIO, June 27, 2016 – If you are one of the half a
million visitors to EAA AirVenture 2016 or are piloting one of the
10,000 aircraft at the “world’s greatest aviation gathering,” then
the chances are pretty good that you will experience a propeller
built by the world’s leading propeller manufacturer.
Props by Hartzell Propeller are standard equipment on
many of the world’s leading piston and turbine airplanes and
used extensively by backcountry fliers and experimental aircraft
builders who are the heart and soul of AirVenture, held
July 25-31, 2016.
Professionals taking part in flying demonstrations at Oshkosh
choose propellers from Hartzell for its performance, reliability
and repairability.
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Hartzell Propeller will also display its latest composite technology props at its exhibit, including a swept-tip Trailblazer prop for
experimental aircraft and a number of certificated aircraft models.
Moreover, pilots attending EAA AirVenture Oshkosh 2016
can improve their flying skills or learn new ones at the EAA Pilot
Proficiency Center, co-sponsored by Hartzell Propeller.
The center will feature Tech Talks, Redbird flight simulators
with IFR and VFR flight scenarios, and the opportunity to talk
with CFIs about how to become safer and more proficient in many
aspects of flying. A complete schedule of Tech Talk sessions and a
list of scenarios can be found online at eaapilotproficiency.com.
For more info on Hartzell Propeller, go to hartzellprop.com.

Piper M600 Receives
Type Certification

STRATUS TRANSPONDER NOW CERTIFIED

VERO BEACH, FLA., June 17, 2016
– Piper Aircraft announced today that
the company’s newest flagship, the Piper
M600, has now received type certification
from the FAA. Piper Aircraft, Inc. and the
FAA made the announcement today at the
company’s headquarters in Vero Beach, Fla.
On behalf of the FAA the Type Certificate
was presented to Piper Aircraft president
and CEO Simon Caldecott by Piper’s FAA
ODA Administrator Eric Wright in front of
more than 700 guests, including community leaders, Piper Aircraft dealers, suppliers
and Piper Aircraft employees.
“We are delighted to announce the
certification of the M600 by the FAA,” said
Simon Caldecott, Piper Aircraft president
and CEO. “With unique and innovative
safety features for the single engine turbo
prop segment, the competitiveness of the
M600 is further enhanced by the aircraft’s
performance and industry leading operating and acquisition costs.”
Piper Aircraft validated the M600’s
performance, safety, function and reliability
through extensive ground and flight tests
with the FAA. The total flight hours accumulated during development and certification were in excess of 1,850 hours using
three flight test aircraft.
“This achievement of type certification
for the M600 was the result of the collaborative effort between the FAA and the
team at Piper Aircraft,” said James Funk,
Piper Aircraft’s Chief Operating Officer.
“Both teams worked together to develop
and test this exceptional product, which we
can now bring to market.”
The M600 maximum range, originally
expected to be 1,200 nm with NBAA IFR
reserves has been increased to a maximum
range of 1,484 nm at intermediate cruise
settings with NBAA IFR reserves.
Additionally, the planned maximum
cruise speed objective of 260 ktas has
been extended to 274 ktas. The M600 also
boasts a VMO speed of 250 kcas and a
maximum payload of 1,120 pounds.
“We continue to be impressed with
the exceptional performance of the M600
and expect that the benefits will expand
the capabilities and market reach of the
aircraft. The overall superior value
proposition within the single engine turbo
prop market segment sets the M600 apart
from the competition,” said Drew McEwen,
Piper Aircraft vice president of sales
and marketing.

FARGO, N.D., July 5, 2016 – Appareo
announces that its Stratus ESG transponder has received TSO authorization.
Stratus ESG is a panel-mounted 1090
ES transponder that provides ADS-B Out
and built-in WAAS GPS all in one box.
With a GPS antenna included in the
$2,995 MSRP, Stratus ESG is the industry’s most affordable panel-mounted 1090
ES transponder for 2020 compliance.
The company is also pleased to announce that the transponder is now available with two kit options: Stratus ESG and
Stratus ESGi.
The Stratus ESGi kit includes the certified transponder and a noncertified ADS-B
In receiver that was designed to work
only with Stratus ESG. When connected
to Stratus ESG, the Stratus 2i receiver
provides the same industry leading ADS-B
and AHRS experience on ForeFlight Mobile as pilots have come to expect from the
Stratus product family.
“This kit will enable a lot of non-glass
panel aircraft owners to enjoy the benefits
of ADS-B In while complying with the

For further information, visit piper.com.

New kit available that includes ADS-B In

2020 mandate for ADS-B Out—
affordably,” said Kris Garberg, director
of sales at Appareo.
Stratus ESG Stratus ESGi
Certified 1090 ES
Transponder
a
a
Built-in WAAS GPS
a
a
WAAS GPS Antenna a
a
ADS-B Out
a
a
ADS-B In		
a
AHRS		
a
MSRP
$2,995
$3,495
“Our goal with Stratus ESG was to
have the best value ADS-B Out avionic to
complement our industry-leading ADS-B
In technology.
“We made a tremendous commitment to
design, engineer and manufacture it here
in the United States,” said David Batcheller,
president and COO.
Appareo has a network of nearly 280
authorized dealers selling Stratus products
and scheduling installations.
For information about Stratus products or
to locate a dealer, visit appareo.com/stratus.

Levil Aviation releases iLevil 3 series
with enhanced functionality
Data recording now available with the
wireless AHRS, GPS, ADS-B receiver
OVIEDO, FLA., June 21, 2016 – Levil
Aviation is once again bringing innovation to flight. With the release of the new
iLevil 3 series, users will now have data
recording capabilities.
Over the last three years, the iLevil has
cemented itself as one of the best AHRS,
GPS and ADS-B receivers on the market.
The new iLevil 3 boasts all of the same
features of units past and adds the ability
to accept a standard SD memory card
which will record and save all flight information. This information can then be
transferred into an Excel spreadsheet to
gain a clear picture of a flight (position,
airspeed, altitude, attitude, etc.).
The data is also saved in FDR and
GDX format which will allow users to
replay their flight in X-Plane, Google
Earth and more.
Levil Aviation envisions this becoming
a great tool in the industry. Whether it’s
utilized in a flight school environment to
recreate flights in a safe environment, or
for flight testing a new aircraft, users will

now have access to valuable information
with minimal effort and cost.
Levil Aviation strives to enhance its
products by looking for ways to add functionality and usefulness to the instruments
it manufactures. As a company that is
owned and operated by pilots, for pilots,
Levil Aviation adds features to make the
overall flying experience safer, informative
and fun.
The iLevil 3 will be available on July
25, 2016 at a starting price of $1,195. The
product can be purchased on at iLevil’s
website or in any GA store or website.
For more information about iLevil,
visit aviation.levil.com.

NavWorx Offers
Lowest Price Ever
ADS-B Solution

ROWLETT, TEX., June 22, 2016 –
NavWorx, Inc. announced today a temporary price reduction on its ADS600-B, a
certified UAT providing ADS-B Out and In
that meets the requirements of the FAA’s
mandate for ADS-B equipage.
The ADS600-B is available for $1,799
with the $200 price reduction effective
immediately.
The ADS600-B is a remote mounted
Universal Access Transceiver (UAT) providing 2020 compliant ADS-B Out (transmit)
and ADS-B In (receive) for installation in
certified aircraft.
The ADS600-B includes a WAAS GPS
plus compatibility with existing transponder and antenna installations offering a
significant cost savings.
The ADS600-B is regularly priced at
$1,999. With the NavWorx rebate of $200
plus the recently announced FAA rebate of
$500, the resultant equipment cost is just
$1,299, the lowest price ever for a certified
ADS-B Out/In solution.
NavWorx has since inception been
providing ADS-B technology solutions to
meet the diverse needs of aircraft owners
and operators.
NavWorx offers equipment designed to
operate within the parameters of the FAA
mandate for ADS-B. NavWorx continues to
offer ADS-B compliance solutions for OEM
and new installations at an attractive price.
The NavWorx ADS600-B offers:
• STC approvals for all certified aircraft;
• Patent-pending technology that
eliminates the need for an unreliable
panel-mounted control head;
• Internal WAAS GPS;
• TransMonSPE (Transponder Monitor
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Single-Point-of-Entry) that allows you
to keep your existing transponder and
altitude encoder;
• Ease of installation by an A&P or
repair shop; and
• Delivery of Traffic and Weather to
various displays.
NavWorx continues to lead with
innovative products for today’s pilots and
can assist with finding a 2020 compliant
ADS-B solution for any aircraft.
The company offers UAT receivers/
transceivers with Wi-Fi and transponder
connectivity for both certified and experimental aircraft applications.
To take advantage of the NavWorx $200
price reduction, order today. This offer ends
July 31, 2016.
Buyers can also lock in the $200 price
reduction with a 10 percent deposit today
for installation in fall 2016 under the FAA
Rebate Program, saving an extra $500.
For more information on the FAA
ADS-B Rebate, visit faa.gov/nextgen/
equipadsb/rebate/.
For further information, contact
NavWorx, Inc. at 1-888-628-9679 or
visit navworx.com.

MORE
NEWS
REVIEWS
DISCUSSIONS

ONLINE at
piperflyer.org

I N G E N U I T Y.
S T E P S U P F A S T.
CERTAIN BENCHMARKS OF
INNOVATION HAVE TRULY
CHANGED THE INDUSTRY.
Aerocet floats are among
those. Our floats are designed
better, made smarter and last
longer. With hybrid composite
materials you get “on the step”
faster, can carry more cargo
and they’re FAA certified. When
you’re ready to take off, we’re
here to elevate the experience.

lighter. faster. smarter.
2 0 8 . 4 4 8 . 0 4 0 0 :: a e ro c e t . c o m
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Wipaire Announces ADSB Compliance Program;
Accepting Reservations
SOUTH ST. PAUL, MINN., July 5,
2016 – Wipaire, Inc. is pleased to announce the establishment of a program
designed to take the hassle out of ADS-B
compliance for General Aviation aircraft
owners and operators.
The program features a stress-free quoting process with a simple questionnaire.
Interested owners and operators need only
fill out a form on the Wipaire website or at
aviation events.
Based on the information submitted,
Wipaire’s experienced avionics staff will
generate three quotes for each aircraft,
encompassing a range of compliance
and functionality options. Owners and
operators may then select and reserve an
installation slot with a deposit. (A variety of
payment options are available.)
Shop slots are now available from August
2016 through December 2018 in Wipaire’s
South St. Paul, Minn. and Leesburg, Fla.
locations. Exact installation times may
vary based upon equipment selected, but
most General Aviation aircraft can expect
to become ADS-B compliant in only one to
two weeks.
“Make no mistake about it, there is not
enough shop capacity to retrofit all of the
affected aircraft by Jan. 1, 2020,” stated
Steve Fuchs, Senior Director of Aircraft
Services. “Utilizing our slot system, owners
can ensure available capacity and prevent
downtime before 2020 arrives.”
Rick Wahlman, avionics manager at
Wipaire’s South St. Paul, Minn. headquarters, added, “We understand that figuring
out how to become ADS-B compliant is
complicated and confusing for many pilots
and owners.
“Our goal is to make the process as
simple as possible by collecting aircraft
information and then leveraging our
many relationships with leading avionics
manufacturers to present custom-tailored
solutions to the owner.”
“Every aircraft owner or operator’s
mission is a little different,” continued
Jeremy Warner, avionics supervisor at
Wipaire’s Leesburg, Fla. service center.
“We’re here to gain an understanding of
what each individual needs their aircraft
to do and to make smart recommendations to fit their mission.”
Wipaire has relationships with most
major avionics manufacturers, including
Appareo, Avidyne, Aspen Avionics, Bendix/
King, Chelton Flight Systems, Flight Dis-

Deposit Structure
(through Dec. 31, 2016)
2016 Slots
2017 Slots
2018 Slots
$1,500
$2,500
$3,500
Over 100,000 General Aviation aircraft
will be required to comply with the ADS-B
Out mandate. The FAA reports only 20
percent or less of the fleet is currently
ready for the Jan. 1, 2020 deadline, which
the administration is holding firm, citing
adequate time to equip from the 2010 announcement as well as the introduction of
numerous more affordable systems.
Owners and operators not in compliance with the mandate by Jan. 1, 2020 will
encounter reduced airspace access.
To accelerate ADS-B compliance, the
FAA announced a limited-quantity $500
rebate which will become available in fall
2016. Owners may work with Wipaire
to select equipment in advance and then
ensure their installation date is scheduled
within 90 days of the rebate reservation per
the FAA rules.
For owners who wish to avoid the wait
and rush to claim the FAA rebate, $500
instant rebates are available from Wipaire
partners Avidyne and FreeFlight Systems.
Wipaire’s avionics team will consult aircraft owners and operators to help them
select the best options, including equipment and incentives.
For more information,
visit wipaire.com/ads-b.
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CHECK OUT OUR NEW WEBSTORE

wagaero.com

1.800.558.6868

Manufacturer & Distributor
Of Quality Aircraft Parts & Service

QUALITY PARTS
& SERVICE
Engine Mount,
Exhaust and
Seat Belt Repairs
plus so much more
PFM66

play Systems, FreeFlight Systems, Garmin
International, L-3 Avionics, PS Engineering, S-Tec, Sandel Avionics and WSI
Weather Driven Business Solutions.
Additionally, Wipaire boasts a variety of
services that may be combined with avionics work to minimize aircraft downtime.
Services include maintenance, paint refinishing and interior refurbishment.
To kick off the program, Wipaire is offering a Lightspeed Zulu PFX active noise
reduction headset (a $1,175 value) to the
first five customers who make a deposit on
a slot. The headset will be delivered with
the aircraft upon completion. Deposits will
be applied to the aircraft’s final bill. Owners
must select avionics equipment 60 days
prior to aircraft arrival at either Wipaire
location or earlier.

A father/son team with 86 combined years of

aviation maintenance experience

with A&P license/commercial pilot

In this business for 23 years
Teaching subject at
FAA endorsed events

OVERHAUL / EXCHANGE

Turbos balanced at 50,000 RPM by VSR Test Machine...
Visit our website to see the VSR in operation!

We Will Help You Troubleshoot Your System

Exchanges, Overhauls and Free Testing
Turbochargers • Controllers • Wastegates • Pressure Relief Valves
Gary Main • Bill Main • Main Turbo Systems, Inc.
234 South Cotta Court, Visalia, CA 93292 • Hours: 6 am to 6 pm PST

1-888-847-8013 • (559) 635-3322 • Fax (559) 627-1960

We buy cores!
www.mainturbo.com • maints@mainturbo.com

SUN ‘n FUN WINGS
ITS 50th TEENAGE
PILOT IN FIVE YEARS
B.A.S. Inc.

P.O. Box 190
Eatonville, WA 98328

ATTENTION pIpER
pA-28, -32 & -34 OWNERS

RESTRAINT WITHOUT
RESTRICTION

A four-point inertia reel shoulder harness / lap
belt system that is FAA-STC and PMA approved.

Visit our website for a complete listing of
available aircraft models and pricing for
Cessna, Piper, Beechcraft & Luscombe.

www.basinc-aeromod.com
Toll Free 1-888-255-6566 (Pacific Time)
(360) 832-6566 • Fax (360) 832-6466

seat cylinder
“av-lok”
direct replacement
for piper cylinder
at a substantial discount
off of factory list price

FAA/PMA Approved Part
Applicable to
PA-28, PA-32 & PA-34 Models

LAKELAND, FLA., June 28, 2016 –
Sun ‘n Fun and the Aerospace Center for
Excellence are proud to announce that
the James C. Ray Scholarship program
recently created its 50th teenage private
pilot, Matt Atkins.
Atkins will graduate from the Central
Florida Aerospace Academy (CFAA) in
June of 2017 and plans to continue his
quest for a career in aviation.
Since beginning the scholarship program
five years ago, Sun ‘n Fun has invested time
and money into the Central Florida Aerospace Academy Foundation to fund both
flight training and aerospace related college
tuition for local area students.
None of these opportunities would be
possible without the philanthropic support
of Mr. James C. Ray for whom the scholarships are named and thousands of hours
from dedicated volunteers.
As a World War II bomber pilot, Ray
would tell you that soloing an aircraft
changed his life forever and that he hopes
to share this opportunity with as many high
school students as possible.
Sun ‘n Fun’s vision, with the help of
donors, sponsors and volunteers is to
replenish the aviation industry by creating
aerospace professionals.
For more information, visit sun-n-fun.org.

25 Years of aviation Passion
Seating Solutions | Cabin Upgrades
Storage Upgrades | Component Repair
Stretchers | Exterior Solutions

Call Chuck at (660) 885-8317
or e-mail chuck@avfab.com
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WAI scholarships
for 2017 expected
to top $600,000
Applications are now being taken for
Women in Aviation’s scholarships for 2017
July 5, 2016 – As of early July, the
association is offering 98 scholarships
valued at $499,000, according to General
Aviation News.
Scholarships are available for nearly every interest in aviation and aerospace and
include academic scholarships, flight training scholarships, aviation maintenancecentered scholarships, advanced flight
ratings and type ratings, and a wide variety
of other options, according to WAI officials.
The majority of these scholarships will be
awarded at the 28th annual International
Women in Aviation Conference at Disney’s
Coronado Springs Resort March 2-4, 2017,
in Lake Buena Vista, Fla.
Additional scholarships are expected to
be added in the coming months, and the total value of awarded scholarships typically
reaches more than $600,000 annually,
officials noted.
For the first time, scholarship applications may be submitted electronically
through WAI.org/scholarships. Applications may also be mailed through the
traditional postal process as well.
“Scholarship awards are a major benefit
of membership in Women in Aviation
International. Since the inception of our
scholarship program 20 years ago, WAI has
awarded more than $10 million to its members to help them reach their goals and
advance into the aviation and aerospace
careers they have always dreamed about,”
said WAI President Dr. Peggy Chabrian.
“Thanks to our generous sponsors, there
is truly something for every profession, age
group and interest.”
The only underlying qualification to
apply for a WAI scholarship is that the
applicant must be a member of Women in
Aviation International by Nov. 1, 2016.
Applicants may apply for no more than
two scholarships per year. Individual scholarships may have additional qualifications
to apply.
The deadline for scholarship applications
is Nov. 14, 2016.
For more information, visit
WAI.org/scholarships.

GET CONNECTED!
> Expand your network
> Share your photos and videos
> Join the discussion

PiperFlyer.org

AVIATION
SAFETY alerts
AIRWORTHINESS DIRECTIVE
www.faa.gov/aircraft/safety/alerts/
www.gpoaccess.gov/fr/advanced.html
2016-11-20 B/E Aerospace: Amendment
39-18547; FAA-2015-2134; Directorate
Identifier 2015-CE-012-AD.
(a) Effective Date
This AD is effective July 15, 2016.
(b) Affected ADs
None.
(c) Applicability
This AD applies to B/E Aerospace Protective Breathing Equipment (PBE), part
number (P/N) 119003-11, that is installed
on airplanes.
(d) Subject
Joint Aircraft System Component
(JASC)/Air Transport Association (ATA)
of America Code 35; Oxygen.
(e) Unsafe Condition
This AD was prompted by a report of a
PBE, P/N 119003-11, catching fire upon activation by a crewmember. We are issuing
this AD to correct the unsafe condition on
these products.
(f ) Compliance
Comply with this AD within the compliance times specified, unless already done.
(g) Inspection
Within 3 months after July 15, 2016
(the effective date of this AD), while still
in the stowage box, physically inspect the
PBE pouch to determine if it has an intact
vacuum seal. Do this inspection following
paragraph III.A.1. of the Accomplishment
Instructions in B/E Aerospace Service Bulletin No. 119003-35-011, Rev. 000, dated
February 4, 2015.
(h) Replacement
(1) If a PBE pouch is found that does
not have an intact vacuum seal during the
inspection required in paragraph (g) of
this AD: Before further flight or following
existing minimum equipment list (MEL)
procedures, replace the PBE with a PBE,
P/N 119003-21, following paragraphs
III.C., III.D.(4), III.D.(6), and III.D.(7) of
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the Accomplishment Instructions in B/E
Aerospace Service Bulletin No. 11900335-009, Rev. 001, dated April 12, 2016,
or replace it with another FAA-approved
serviceable PBE.
(2) If a PBE pouch is found during the
inspection required in paragraph (g) of
this AD where the vacuum seal is intact:
Within 18 months after July 15, 2016 (the
effective date of this AD), remove PBE,
P/N 119003-11, and replace the PBE with
PBE, P/N 119003-21, following paragraphs
III.C., III.D.(4), III.D.(6), and III.D.(7) of
the Accomplishment Instructions in B/E
Aerospace Service Bulletin No. 11900335-009, Rev. 001, dated April 12, 2016,
or replace it with another FAA-approved
serviceable PBE.
(i) Credit for Actions Done Following
Previous Service Information
If you performed the replacement action
required in paragraphs (h)(1) and (2) of
this AD before July 15, 2016 (the effective date of this AD) using B/E Aerospace
Service Bulletin No. 119003-35-009,
Rev. 000, dated November 9, 2015, you
met the requirements of those paragraphs
of this AD.
(j) Alternative Methods of Compliance
(AMOCs)
(1) The Manager, Wichita Aircraft
Certification Office (ACO), FAA, has the
authority to approve AMOCs for this AD,
if requested using the procedures found in
14 CFR 39.19. In accordance with 14 CFR
39.19, send your request to your principal
inspector or local Flight Standards District
Office, as appropriate. If sending information directly to the manager of the ACO,
send it to the attention of the person identified in paragraph (k) of this AD.
(2) Before using any approved AMOC,
notify your appropriate principal inspector,
or lacking a principal inspector, the manager of the local flight standards district
office/certificate holding district office.
(k) Related Information
For more information about this AD,
contact David Enns, Aerospace Engineer,
Wichita ACO, FAA, 1801 S. Airport Road,
Room 100, Wichita, Kansas 67209; phone:
(316) 946-4147; fax: (316) 946-4107;
email: david.enns@faa.gov.
(l) Material Incorporated by Reference
(1) The Director of the Federal Register
approved the incorporation by reference
(IBR) of the service information listed in
this paragraph under 5 U.S.C. 552(a) and
1 CFR part 51.
(2) You must use this service information as applicable to do the actions re-
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SEAT BELTS

PA-23 / 24 / 28 / 30 / 32 / 34 / 44
Shoulder Harness Kits

PA-23 / 24 / 28 / 30 / 32 FAA/STC

$ 899 Fixed Strap Kit
$ 1,099 Inertia Reel Kit

Replace Your Worn Harnesses:
Complete NEW assemblies

PA-28 / 32 / 34 / 44
$ 429.00 Per Seat

Rear lap belts available

AIRCRAFT JACKS
• Three Leg Design
• Rugged Construction
• #6000 Capacity Ram
• Range 26’’ – 43”
• Locking Safety Collar
• No Stamped Parts
MODEL 326

$269.00 EA.

Tail Stand / Weight Available

www.alpha-aviation.com
Alpha Aviation Inc.

1505 Chateaulin Lane Burnsville, Minnesota 55337
1-800-653-5112 Fax 1-952-856-5158

quired by this AD, unless the AD specifies
otherwise.
(i) B/E Aerospace Service Bulletin
No. 119003-35-009, Rev. 001, dated
April 12, 2016.
(ii) B/E Aerospace Service Bulletin No.
119003-35-011, Rev. 000, dated February
4, 2015.
(3) For B/E Aerospace, Inc. service
information identified in this AD, contact
B/E Aerospace, Inc., 10800 Pflumm Road,
Commercial Aircraft Products Group,
Lenexa, Kansas 66215; phone: (913) 3389800; fax: (913) 338-8419; Internet: www.
beaerospace.com.
(4) You may view this service information at FAA, Small Airplane Directorate,
901 Locust, Kansas City, Missouri 64106.
For information on the availability of this
material at the FAA, call (816) 329-4148. It
is also available on the Internet at http://
www.regulations.gov by searching for and
locating Docket No. FAA-2015-2134.
(5) You may view this service information that is incorporated by reference
at the National Archives and Records
Administration (NARA). For information on the availability of this material at
NARA, call 202-741-6030, or go to: http://
www.archives.gov/federal-register/cfr/
ibr-locations.html.
Issued in Kansas City, Missouri,
on May 25, 2016.
Pat Mullen,
Acting Manager, Small Airplane
Directorate, Aircraft Certification Service.
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questions and answers
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 19...
One sentence says, “This policy allows
the direct replacement of vacuum-driven
attitude indicators with electronicallydriven attitude indicators, and provides
relief in very specific situations (such as
the installation of an EFIS system) from
having to install an independent standby
attitude instrument required by §23.1311.”
I would show this policy letter to your
A&P or avionics shop prior to asking for
an installation quote, since this policy
letter makes installation very easy.
Please let me know how this works out.
Happy flying.

Know your FAR/AIM and check with
your mechanic before starting any work.

Steve Ells has been an A&P/IA for 44
years and is a commercial pilot with
instrument and multi-engine ratings. Ells
also loves utility and bush-style airplanes
and operations. He’s a former tech rep
and editor for Cessna Pilots Association
and served as associate editor for AOPA
Pilot until 2008. Ells is the owner of Ells
Aviation (EllsAviation.com) and the
proud owner of a 1960 Piper Comanche.
He lives in Templeton, Calif. with his wife
Audrey. Send questions and comments to
editor@piperflyer.org.

RESOURCES >>>>>
Airplane cooling
Arctic Air Cooler – PFA supporter
arcticaircooler.com
SAI 340 Quattro
Sandia Aerospace – PFA supporter
sandia.aero/product/sai-340-quattro
Dynon EFIS-D10A
Dynon Avionics
dynonavionics.com/docs/
D10A_intro.html
RC Allen RCA2600-2
Kelly Manufacturing Co.
kellymfg.com
FAA Policy Statement
PS-ACE-23-08
PiperFlyer.org/forums
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advertiser index

ADVERTISER Index

Acorn Welding Ltd.
Aerial Sim Training
Aero/Mechanical Technologies
Aerocet
AeroDesign
AeroLEDs
Aerox
Aircraft Shopper Online
Aircraft Spruce & Specialty
Airmark Overhaul Inc.
Air-Parts of Lock Haven
Airport Property Specialists
AirWard
Alpha Aviation
Approved Turbo Components
Avemco Insurance Co.
AvFab
Aviation Creations
Aviation Expo
B.A.S.
B/E Aerospace
Bendix King
Blueprint Inc.
Bruce’s Custom Covers
Chief Aircraft
Dodson International
Electroair
Electronics International
Florida Aviation Network
Garmin Ltd.
Icom
Insight Instrument Corp.

acornwelding.com
72
aerialsimtraining.com
76
aeromechtech.com
79
aerocet.com
72
aerodesignconcepts.com
56
aeroleds.com
47
aerox.com
67
ASO.com
76
aircraftspruce.com
03
airmarkoverhaul.com
10
airpartsoflockhaven.com
77
airportproperty.com
39
airward.com
21
alphaaviation.com
78
approvedturbo.com
66
avemco.com/PiperFlyer
11
avfab.com
74
aviationscreations.com
55
aviation-xpo.com
14
basinc-aeromod.com
74
iceshield.com
02, 13
bendixking.com
29
Ed.Rachanski@gmail.com 70
aircraftcovers.com
12
chiefaircraft.com
63
dodson.com
06
electroair.net
79
Piper-CGR.com
31
floridaaviationnetwork.com 78
garmin.com/ADS-B
15
icomamerica.com/avionics 09
insightavionics.com
83, 84

J.P. Instruments
jpinstruments.com
07
Kelly Aerospace
kellyaerospace.com
56
Knots 2U
knots2u.com
70
Legacy Flight Training
legacyflighttraining.com
35
Main Turbo Systems
mainturbo.com
73
McCauley
mccauley.textron.com
23
McFarlane Aviation
mcfarlane-aviation.com
67
MH Oxygen Systems
mhoxygen.com
71
Micro AeroDynamics
microaero.com
71
Paul Bowen Photography
airtoair.net
22
Pilot Getaways
pilotgetaways.com
77
Pilot Getaways
pilotgetaways.com
77
Piper Flyer Gathering Sponsors PiperFlyer.org
40-41
Preferred Airparts
preferredairparts.com
65
Premier Aerospace Services (PAST) premieraerostore.com 75
ProAero Aviation
proaeroav.com
74
Progressive Air Services
progressiveair.com
17
Rocky Mountain Propellers
rockyprop.com
57
SCS Interiors
scs-interiors.com
39
SiriusXM Aviation
siriusxm.com/piper
04
Sporty’s
sportys.com
79
Superior Air Parts
superiorairparts.com
27
Survival Products
survivalproductsinc.com
75
Teledyne Battery Products
gillbatteries.com
57
Tempest
tempestplus.com
17, 19, 21
TKM Avionics
tkmavionics.com
66
Vantage Plane Plastics
planeplastics.com
48
Wag-Aero
wagaero.com
73
Wentworth Aircraft
wentworthaircraft.com
49
Whelen Engineering
whelen.com
55
Wilco, Inc.
wilcoaircraftparts.com
78
Wipaire, Inc
wipaire.com
06

Advertise with us and reach your target market.
Call Kent Dellenbusch (626) 844-0125.
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Piper Flyer Association Directory
Mailing address:
Piper Flyer Association
PO Box 5505
Riverside, CA 92517

Benefits Piper Flyer magazine
800-493-7450 - or:
Email editor@piperflyer.org with questions, comments or concerns about the content of
the magazine
Email kent@aviationgroupltd.com for damaged or missing issues
Website - PiperFlyer.org
800-493-7450 - or:
Email jen@piperflyer.org for concerns regarding the website or with problems logging in.

Piperflyer.org contains an archive of all of our magazine articles, a listing of Service Bulletins, Airworthiness Directives and safety alerts, a product directory called the Piper Yellow Pages, plus an events calendar, sponsored vendor content, a knowledge base, our library of member photographs and videos—and
our forums (see next item).

Online Forums
800-493-7450 - or:
Email jen@piperflyer.org

Our online forums, located within the association website, is a great source for question-and-answer interaction and an excellent way to converse with other members, the PFA staff and Piper Flyer’s contributing editor, the longtime A&P Steve Ells. We have a forum moderator to assist with getting you timely
answers. Meet and socialize with other members, and learn what’s going on in the industry through
fast-paced forum communication. Come visit the forums.

PFA Pre-Oshkosh Event
800-493-7450 - or:
Email kent@aviationgroupltd.com

Our Gathering at Waupaca is an annual event held near Oshkosh, Wis. just a few days before EAA
AirVenture. You’ll meet other Piper pilots and aircraft owners, listen to presentations given by aviation
experts, win prizes, and attend a banquet. The Gathering is your best opportunity to meet your association’s staff, vendors, experts and other members in-person.

Parts Locating and Technical Support
800-493-7450 - or:
Email kent@aviationgroupltd.com

Our parts locating and technical support is second to none when it comes to friendly, helpful response.
Are you having trouble finding a part for your airplane? Trying to troubleshoot a problem with your
Piper? Come to us. We have contacts everywhere in the industry and we’ll assist in finding you that part
or getting an answer to your question. That’s what we’re here for.

Vendor Discounts
800-493-7450 - or:
Email kent@aviationgroupltd.com

Many vendors offer discounts to members. Call or email Kent for more information or ask our vendors
when contacting them directly. Remember to tell them you are a Piper Flyer Association member.

Piper
back when: Vintage
Advertising and Marketing
Piper Ad (date unknown)
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• The US patent office has allowed the
G Series patent.

•

The most comprehensive engine
monitoring patent ever granted.

•

All of the G Series unique and
revolutionary ideas are
protected for 20 years.

Instrument Corp.

Insight Advantage Series #8 (Innovation Advantage)

Scan barcode for
more information.

5 Innovative Reasons To Select
G Series From Insight:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Superior Leaning Procedure
Anytime Probe Analysis
Check Exhaust Valves In-Flight
Vibration Analysis
Backseat Readable Screen On G4

Every Lean Will Show:
•
•
•
•

First To Peak (ROP)
Order Of Lean (LOP)
Temperature Spread
Fuel Injector Spread

Check Probes:
• In-Flight
• On The Ground

A trouble indication will show
as an obvious spectral peak.

Insight
Patented
Features

Check Exhaust Valves:
• In-Flight Running LOP
• In-Flight Running ROP

Vibration Analysis:

• In-Flight
• Hard Landings
• Create Benchmark With Data
Air Venture 2016 Hangar B Booth 2061 - 2062

